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Abstract 
This thesis presents a novel guidance stra'tegy that uses a randomized t,rajectory 
planning a,lgorithm in a closed-loop fashion t,o provide robust motion planning and 
execution. By closing the guidance, navigation, and control loop &round a ra,ndom- 
ized trajectory planning algorit,hm, a robotic vehicle can a~utlonomously maneuver 
through a field of moving obstacles in a robust manner. The guidance st.rat,egy pro- 
vides executable pla,ns that are robust to known error sources when supplied with 
an estimate of the initial state, the goal, the predicted locations of ob~ta~cles, and 
bounds on error sources a,ffecting the execution of a planned trajectory. The plan- 
ning function presented in this thesis extends the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree 
algorithm to dynamic environments by exploring the configuration- x -time space us- 
ing a node selection metric based on the maneuvering capability of tshe vehicle. The 
guidance strategy and the new randomized trajectory planning algorithm are applied 
to a challenging satellite attitude guidance problem in simulation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This research involves the s t ~ d y  of a novel satellite attitude guidance st,rategy tlhat 
uses a randomized traject,ory planning algorithm in a closed-loop fashion to provide 
robust motion planning a,nd execution. The main ~ont~ributions of this t,hesis include 
a method for providing robust, receding-horizon motion planning with the use of an 
open-loop planning algorithm? and a new randomized tra,j ect o r  pla,nning algorithm 
that extends the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree algorithm [33] to dynamic environ- 
ments. The methodology used to formulate a robust plan with an open-loop planner 
will be referred to as the Robust, Receding-Horizon Concept (RRHC), while the new 
planning a1gorit)hm will be referred to as the Randomized Spacetime Trajectory Plan- 
ner (RSTP). The new planner is incorporated into t'he robust! planning metshodology 
and applied to a challenging satellit,e attstitude guida'nce problem. The guidance prob- 
lem is defined by an experiment which aims to demonstratme that two microsatellites in 
low earth orbit ca,n provide a refined est'imate of an exoatmospheric object's position 
and velocity by tracking the object, witoh onboard cameras. The metlhodology a,nd t'he 
planning algorithm amre designed to be scalable to larger ~onfigurat~ions. 
The experiment used to define a challenging satellitme at,t,it.ude guidance problem 
is referred t-o as the Orbit a1 Tracking Experiment (OTE) . The OTE is an experiment 
invented expressly for testing the RRHC and t.he RSTP in a simulation cont,ext. 
General satellit,e at,tit>ude guidance requirements are derived from the experimental 
objectives of the OTE. The derived requirements are used to decide upon the hardware 
and sensors which are modeled in the simulation t,est bed. The hardware and sensors 
define specific constraints and allow for a specific problem statement to be defined. 
The RRHC and the RSTP are then applied t80 solve the attitude guidance problem 
in ~imulat~ion. 
The satellites of OTE are tasked with tracking an exoatmospheric object (another 
satellite, space debris, etc.) in order to provide a'n estimate of the object's position 
and velocity, which is ot,herwise known as the ob j ecth t,ransla,tional st ate. The tra-ns- 
lational &ate estimate of the object ca,n be derived from line-of-sight measurements 
supplied by cameras mounted on each of the two satellites. The t,ranslational state 
of the object is not actually estimated within the simulations because the OTE setup 
is only used as a proving ground for the at,titude guidance aslgorit~hms. In order to 
take line-of-sight measurements, the satellite must slew from an initial orient at ion to 
a,n orientation where the object ima'ge resides within the field of view of an onboard 
camera, which is referred to as the primary camera,. The aititude guidance problem 
defined by t7 he pre-acquisition phase of t, he OTE (orient,ing t. he sa,ttellitle t,o obt,ain tshe 
object) is sigilificant.ly different from t'he attit'ude guidance problem defined by trhe 
post#-acquisit,ion phase of the OTE (orienting t,he sa,tellit-e to t,rack the object!). The 
research presented in t>his t,hesis focuses on solving the attitude guidance problenl 
defined by the posts-amcquisit8ion phase of t. he OTE. 
1.1 General Requirements 
The overall objective of the OTE is to provide a trranslatioiiall state estimate of an 
exoatmospheric object . The main objectives for one of the two ~a~tellites supporting 
OTE during the post-acquisition phase is to provide line-of-sight  measurement,^ of t,he 
object, while also maintaining accurate estimates of own-ship position: velocity, and 
orient at,ion u~it,h respect to an inert>ial frame. Furthermore, each individual sat ellitme 
must a.lso communicat.e its own measurements with the other in order tlo ca,lculate a 
t-hree-dimensional tra,nsla~tional stmate stimate of the tracked object. Simply stat,ed, 
the requirements placed upon the satellite attitude guidance syst'em are t.o orient the 
satellite so t,hat the objectives are best accomplished. Therefore, the sat-ellite attitude 
guidance system must maintain the object within the field of view of the primary 
camera while also orient,ing t,he satellite to permit both inter-satellite communications 
and instrument sensing of the satellite's inert,ial position and orientvattion. 
1.2 Hardware and Sensors 
The following hardwa're a-nd sensors are select,ed to be simulated based upon the 
mission objectives of tthe OTE. A primary camera is select.ed for the purposes of 
tracking the object. A GPS receiver supplies own-ship inertia,l position and velocity 
sensing. An 1nertia.l Measurement Unit or IMU provides angular velocity est,imates, 
and a star camera supplies attitude estima,t,es. The a,ngular velocit,y estimates from 
the IMU and the attitude estimates from the star camera are opt,imally combined in a 
Kalman filter to produce the esti~nated rotational st!at8e of the satellite. Addit-ionally, 
reaction wheels supply t,he torque necessary t,o change the orient a,tion of the satellite. 
Finally, a communications &ntenna is selected to relay the measurement data to the 
other satellite. Naturally, other hardware itsems are required t,o operate a satellite; 
however, since they do not directly impact the a.t,titude guidance problem they have 
been omitted from the sirnulamt.ion. 
1.3 Problem Constraints 
The sensor requirements and mission objectives are both reflected in the definition 
of tthe constraints placed upon the attit,ude guidance system. To fulfill the mission 
objectives, the primary camera must point at the object a,t all times. This objective 
is f~rmulat~ed as an at,titude const,ra.int in order to force a, solut,ion t,hat points the 
primary camera at the object at a'll times, provided such a solution exist's. The 
pointing constraint requiring the object tjo remain in the field of view of t.he primary 
camera is a,n inclusion cone constraint. That is t'o say that t,he bore-sight of the 
primary ca,mera must remain inside of a cone that is cent,ered on the line-of-sight 
vector from the satellit'e tjo tlhe object and is as wide as the field of view of the 
primary camera,. The star camera adds a,ddit,ional const'raints to the atttmit8ude guidance 
problem because the sta,r camera can only update the rotationall stat'e estimate while 
it is pointed at stars. In other words, the bore-sight of the sta'r camera cannot point 
within cones which are defined by the line-of-sight vect,ors from the satellitme tlo the 
Sun, Earth, and Moon, by the size of each obstruct,ion, and by the field of view of the 
star camera. The inclusion or exclusion cone constraints are defined in the simulation 
by the line-of-sight vector and a cone half a,ngle, a. For an illustra'tion of the solar 
exclusion cone see Figure 1-1. The communications antenna must mainta,in a certain 
orienta.tion in order to t'ransmit and receive information from the other satellitle. The 
sensitivity band of an antlenna, the amount of power devoted to communicat~ions, and 
the distance between the sa.tellites dictates the size of the exclusion cone constraint' 
placed on the direction t,hat the antenna is pointed relative to the other satellite. It is 
assumed that the GPS antennae placed on the satellit1e are sensitive to signals coming 
from any direction, so they do not induce an additional constraint on the attlitude 
guidance problem. No thermal or solar arrar const,ra,ints will be fa,ctored into the 
t'racking phase requirements. 
Figure 1-1: The solar exclusion cone constraint, defined by the line-of-sight vector 
from the satellite to the sun and the exclusion cone half-angle, a. 
It is important to note that a'll of the pointing constraints that the satellites must 
negotiate are predictable. The ephemerides of the Sun, Earth, and Moon are well 
known, each satellite is expected to have the ability to monitor and predict its own 
location, and if the tracked object does not fire thrust jets, then its position can be 
predicted by using the astrodynamic equations of motion. From the ephemerides and 
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predictled locations of t'he satellit'es and the object', all pointing const,raintms can be 
derived for fut,ure t,iines. 
Besides t,he pointing coilst.ra,ints placed on the sa'tellite's orient,a,tlion: t.here a,re 
other c~nstraint~s pla,ced upon the rotational motion of the sa,tlellit,e which stein from 
t'he ~atellit~e's dynamic capability. Specifically, t,he rea'ction control wheels ina'nipula- 
tion of the a,tltit8ude of the satellit'e is subject t'o limited angular velocity and limit'ed 
angular a,ccelerat,ion. 
1.4 Problem Statement and Approach 
Consider two basic a,pproaches t,o t'he attitude guida,nce problem presented; a reactive 
approach and a planning approach. A reactive approach maneuvers the satellite based 
solely upon tracking errors and the location of constraint bounda,ries. A planning 
approach maneuvers the ~at~ellit~e based on the results of a planning function t'ha,t 
incorporates the future location of the pointing ~onst~raints a'nd the vehicle's dyna.mic 
ca,pability into a plan designed to successfully navigate t,he constraint boundaries. 
Because the inclusion and exclusion const'raint cones mentioned in t'he previous section 
ca,n move and overlap, a purely rea,ctive guidance algorithm cannot offer a,ny guarantee 
of success. See Figure 1-2 for an exa,mple of how a purely reactlive algorithm could 
easily become tra,pped behind obsta,cles. 
Figure 1-2: A simple vehicle, depicted as a black box, can change itls position along 
the x axis in time. The shaded circles represent obstacles that occupy a portion of the 
x axis in time. A purely reactive guidance strategy would ta,ke path (a) a,nd fail when 
two obstacles form a wall at t = t l .  If the obst,acles are predi~t~able and t.he guidance 
st,rategy can generate a plan, then a path like (b) can be found so tlhe obst,a,cles a,re 
avoided. 
There are a number of existing planning algorithms t'hat are capable of produc- 
ing a solution that successfully naviga,tes the pointing constraints while remaining 
within t,he limit,s of the &ellit e's capability. Optrimal control t.echniques, dynamic 
programming, and potfent.iaal field methods are a few starting point,s for planning ap- 
proaches tohat might be explored for single satellit,e at,titude guidance. However, if 
t8he problem is scaled to a large c~nfigurat~ion witth a high dimensiona,l state space, 
the a.forement, ioned techniques break down when a t.iinely solution is required. For- 
tunately, a considerable amount of research has been performed in recent yea.rs on 
problems where a plan must be quickly formulated for a problem with high dimen- 
sional state spaces, kinemattic and dynamic const'raints, a,nd moving obst.acles. The 
most widely recognized algorithms that are designed to produce open-loop solut,ions 
for such problems are described as randomized traject.ory plajnners, and a few are 
present'ed in References [17] [34] and [22]. 
However, the planning problem asso~iat~ed with t,he OTE attitude guidance re- 
quirements is larger than simply developing a,n open-loop mot'ion plan. The attitlude 
guidance system must not only produce a motion plan for the satellit'e, but it must 
produce a robust ~not~ion plan that accounts for the fact that the motion plan is based 
on sensor measurements a,nd state estimates t,hat are error prone, and t,hat t'hose errors 
impact the formulation of the plan. The problem st'atement capt,uring the at tl itude 
guidance problem approached in this thesis is summarized as follows: Formulate a 
guidance strategy that generates a timely motion plan for a high dimensional pmbleni 
that is robust to system errors and uncertainties and involves kinematic constraints, 
dynamic constraints, and predictable moving obstacles. The remainder of tmhis the- 
sis describes t,he a,pplicat,ion of a new randomized trajectory pla,nning algorithm a.nd 
a ineans of incorporating an open-loop planning algorit'hln int,o a robust receding 
horizon planning stmratlegy t ha-t solves tthe problem just presented. 
1.5 Organization of Thesis 
Following on the introduction, Chapter 2 presents background information on m e  
t,ion planning and describes the framework used to generate a robust motion plan for 
satellite a,ttttude control through the employment of a randomized trajectory plan- 
ner. Chapter 3 presents the components of the inner loop of the simulation, which 
consists of a standard feedback control system. The navigation function used in the 
experiment operates on a feed-back implementation of a Kalman filter that provides 
estimates of atttitmude error states. Kalma,n filter error states are used to correct the 
rotationa,l state estimate, which is used by the inner-loop feedback controller. Future 
tran~lationa~l stat,es of the satellite and object are also predicted by the navigation 
system and directed to tshe outer-loop for the formulation of the motion plan. A 
simple tracking cont,rol law is a,lso developed in Chapter 3 which helps simplify t,he 
planning process. Chapt,er 4 discusses the outer loop, which is where the motion 
plan is generated. First, a pre-planning function is introduced. The pre-planning 
function is critical t.o producing a robust plan and uses estimates of the upper bounds 
of va>rious errors to return information necessary for generating a robust plan. The 
Randomized Spacetime Trajectory planner is also introduced in Chapter 4, and t,he 
specific a-pplication of the algorithm to the OTE is described. Experiment a1 results 
a,nd subsequeilt discussion are fourld in Chapter 5 as well as ideas for future work. 
Finally, Appendix A provides a reference table specifying t,he not.at,ion a,nd convention 
used tthroughout the paper. 
Chapter 2 
Background and Framework 
Recent advances in the areas of computer science and control syst'ems has catalyzed 
research efforts aimed at developing robotic systems tha.t are increasiilgly more au- 
tonomous. A major focus of aut.onomous systems research is cent'ered on developing 
reliable and efficient motion planning algorithms. Mottion planning a-pplies t,o a very 
broad spectrum of problems t,hat have in everything from mobile robots, 
manipulators, a,nd spacecra'ft, to digit, a1 a,nimat ion and the a,nalysis of the configur a- 
tion spaces of flexible molecules [33, 301. In essence. the solut,ion of a motion planning 
problem is an executable platn that moves a system from one state or c~nfigura~t~ion 
t,o another in a manner that avoids collisions with obstacles and preferably minimizes 
some a function associated witth a measure of the system's performance. 
The satellites of the OTE are intended t,o be autonomous in the sense that the net- 
work of satellites is provided wit'h general instructions on what to do (track a moving 
object) instead of specific commands on how tfo accomplish the task. Therefore, the 
satellit,es must be able to generate high level plans and execute those plans with lower 
level funct,ions. In the case where a network of satellites is tasked to track multiple 
objects simultaneously, an autonomous decision would have t.o be made as to which 
satt8ellit es will track which objects. Each individual satellite must a~ut.ononiously decide 
how it will orient itself so that it ca,n successfully track the object while mainta,ining 
communica~t~ions with the other satellites, preventing the star camera from point'ing at 
the Sun, Eart8h, or Moon, and satisfying any other constraints placed on the system. 
For the individual sat ellit e, this reduces to a  not ion pla'nning problem. 
The real world implementation of a motion plan often requires nonlinear, dynamic 
systems to execute a plan in real t,ime within environments that are both uncertain 
and dynamic. Some motion planning problems involve systems and/or environments 
that can be accurately represented with simple models that only have a few degrees of 
freedom. These simple low dimensional problems can often be solved by algorithms 
capable of finding optimal s01ut~ions where solutions exist. Other motion planning 
problems involve systems with many degrees of freedom a,nd cannot be represented 
in simplistic models. For many of tthese complex, high dimensional problems, optimal 
solutions are often computationally intra,ctable and assura)nces on the qualit<y of the 
solution must be compromised in order t,o find a feasible solution in a timely fashion. 
Whether the problem is simple or complex, there a,re a. number of concepts that are 
common to most motion planning problems. A brief summary of some of these basic 
concepts follows. 
2.1 Mot ion Planning Definitions 
State space: The state of a system consists of a set of para,meters that uniquely 
capt,ures the nature of the system with respect to the problem t,o be solved. 
Consider how a set of parameters may uniquely define tfhe stlake of a system, 
vehicle, robot or object witthin the context of its environment. For example, 
within t,he context of a translational motion path planning problem, t,he state 
of a point mass may be adequat'ely described by its position and velocity. Sim- 
ilarly, within the context of a rotational motioil pat,h planning problem, an 
object's state may be defined by the Euler a,ngles that describe the objects ori- 
entation and a set of angular velocities. The state space is the set of all possible 
statles for the syst.em in its environment. 
Configuration space: The notion of a configuration space is a useful tool for mo- 
ttion planning. The configuration spare is a subset of the state space tha-t is 
often represented as a collection of states that share a common consta$nt form 
or function. For example, a configuration of a robot or vehicle could be its posi- 
tion wit-h respect to an inertia,l reference frame, or it could be a txim trajectory 
where velocities a,re held constant by a constoant cont'rol input. The configura- 
tion space is the set of all possible c~nfigura~tions of the robot or vehicle. 
Free space: The free space is a subset of the sta,te space that is free of any obstacle. 
Any successfully planned path will lie wit,hin the free space. Note that the free 
space does not account for all the constraints that may exist with a motion 
planning problem. The nature of nonholonomic and dynamic const,raints (see 
below) prevents them from being represented as subsets of t,he stlate or config- 
uration spa,ces. 
Maneuver space and trim trajectory: A trim traject-ory is often characterized 
by the condition where a subset of the state paramet'ers remains constant with 
the use of constant control inputs. Maneuvers are defined as realizable transi- 
tions between trim trajectories. The maneuver space is the set of all maneuvers 
that a system is capable of executing. Decomposing a vehicle's motion into 
trim trajectories and maneuvers is useful for planning the motion of an under- 
actuated vehicle. For example, when planning the motion of a glider, it is easier 
to formulate the pla,nning problem in terms of trim t,rajectories and maneuvers 
because the glider is capa,ble of maintaining a trim trajectory for an extended 
period of time while it is not ca,pable of remaining in an inertial position for 
more than a.n instant,. 
Feasibility: In t,he cont,ext of motion planning problems? a problem is feasible if a. 
motion plan exists that will bring the syst,em from a,n initial st&e to a desired 
st ate witlhout violating a.ny of tshe constramintms posed in t,he problem. 
Kinematic constraints: Constraints derived from t'he mechanics of motion with- 
out regard to the forces that cause the motion. For example, if a wheel rolls 
without slipping, the ve1ocit.y of the center of mass of t.he wheel is kinema,t,ically 
const'rained to be equal to t,he cross product of t,he velo~it~y with a vector from 
the point of cont,act with t8he surface to the center of mass of the wheel. 
Dynamic constraints: Constraints that are the result of the mechanics of the sys- 
tem due tlo forces applied to the system. Dynamic c0nstra.int.s capture the reason 
why a vehicle cannot instailtaneously go from a st,op t80 a high ve1ocit.y. The 
ac,celeration of the vehicle is dynamically const'rained to obey tehe equat'ions of 
motion which account for t,he effect of forces applied t,o t'he vehicle. 
Holonomic constraints: Integrable  constraint,^ that restrict the system to a hyper- 
surface of t,he configuration space. Holonomic constraints ca$n be formula,ted as 
equality constraints between the parameters of t,he configuration space, thereby 
reducing the dimension of the configuration space. Consider a car with its front 
wheels fixed t,o some angle of turn. The vehicle is restricted to travel in a circle 
which can be considered a hyper-surface of t,he original configuration space. 
Nonholonomic constraints: Nonintegrable constx-aints that do not restrict a sys- 
tem's configuration space. A nonholonomic constraint can be formulated as a 
nonintegrable equation involving configuration parameters a,nd t,heir derivatives. 
Consider how a car can only turn its front wheels. The car's instantaneous ve- 
locity is rest,ricted in that the car cannot move laterally because the back wheels 
do not also t'urn. However, the configuration space of the car is not reduced 
because the car can obtain any configuration through a series of maneuvers. 
External constraints: External constraints? which are sometimes referred to as ob- 
stacles, reside outside of the system and confine the state or the output space 
of the system. Obstacles can be static or moving and will occupy a portion of 
the configura,tion space at a given time. 
Reachability: One point in t,he configuration space is reachable from another point 
if a dynamically feasible connected path exists between them. Tha,t is to say 
that t,here exists a sequence of a'dmissible cont.rols t,hat take the system from 
t,he initial point t.o the final point,. 
Computational complexity: Computaat.ional complexity is n measure of t,he com- 
putrational effort required to generate a motion planning solution wit.hin the 
context of a. defined rnot,ion planning problem. The authors of [42] and ot,hers 
have analyzed classes of motion pla,nning problems to classify them in terms of 
their complexity. A problem det,ermined to be class P hard is a problem tShat 
can be solved by an algoritthm of polynomial t'ime complexit,y on a deterministic 
Turing machine. A problem determined to be NP hard is a problem tohat can 
be solved by an algorithm of polynomial time complexitmy on a n~ndeterminist~ic 
Turing machine; which is a machine that has the ability to perform asn unlim- 
it-ed number of independent computational sequences in parallel. A PSPACE 
hard problem is one which can be solved by an algorithm of polynomia,l space 
complexity on a n~ndet~erministic machine. Key panrammeters u ed to cla,ssify the 
computat,ional complexity of a problem include the dimension of the problem 
and the na,ture of the const,raints pla,ced on t'he problem [31]. In a less formal 
manner, the length of time required by a particular computer using a particular 
a,lgorit,hm to solve the problem ca,n also be used as a measure of the algorithm's 
computational performance. For more information on ~oniput~ational complex- 
ity calculamt~ions see [31] [46] or [ll]. Computational complexity ca,n be t,llought 
of both in terms of lower bounds, where the nature of the problem demands 
a minimal amount of computation in order to solve it; and in terms of upper 
bounds, where a part,icular algorithm used to solve the problem uses a certain 
number of c~mputat~ions to arrive at a solution. 
Completeness: If a feasible path from t,he initial to the final configuration exists, 
then a motion plarlniilg a,lgorithm is called complete if it always able tlo find a 
feasible patoh. Furthermore, a complet'e motion plan will only return a failure 
if the problem is infeasible. Probabilistic motion planners attempt to find fea- 
sible ~olut~ions by incrementally searching the state space via random inputs or 
att.empts to connect random goal config~rat~ions. Probabilistic motion planners 
are deemed probabilistically complete if the probabilit,~ of finding an existing 
feasible solution approaches one as the number of iterations approaches infinity. 
2.2 Motion Planning Catagories 
Most motion planning algorit'hms fall into one of three general categories of motmion 
planning methods. Each category is founded on an intuitive approach to generating a 
path through a field of ob~t~acles. The categories include cell decomposition met,hods, 
artificial potential field met hods, and roadmap methods. 
A cell decomposition method partitions the free space into a finite number of 
connected regions or cells in which it is easy to connect any two configurations. This 
takes a difficult problem and divides it into many smaller, simpler problems. The 
nlot8ion planning algorit'hm is tasked witfll breaking the co~lfigurat~ion space down 
into cells, finding a set of neighboring cells t8hat collectively contIa8ii both t,he initial 
configuration and t,he goal configurat!ion, a,nd then generating a motion plan in each of 
the cells within the solution set. This ~net~hod ften requires large computat~ioris to be 
made before starting t,o generate a motion plan in order t,o partition the configuration 
space. This approach is best suited for problems with st,a,tic envir0nment.s and low 
dimensional configuration spaces. 
Where cell decomposition methods partition the free space around obst,acles in 
order to avoid them, art,ificial p~t~entia-1 field met,hods artificially assign obstacles 
repulsive forces to avoid them. The repulsive forces around the obstacles are typically 
defined by the negative gradient of a pot,ent,ial function that in addition to having 
steep slopes nea,r obstacles contains a global minimum at the goa,l configuration. 
In tlhis way, the vehicle is not only repelled by the obstacles, but it is a'lso drawn 
towards the goa,l. Potential funct,ion methods have also been referred to as local 
methods because the mot'ion of the vehicle is influenced by t,he local environment. 
This ~hara~cterist~ic of pot8enttia,l field methods makes them ideal for real-time collision 
avoidance schemes. As obsta~les in trhe local environment are sensed, the potential 
field is redefined to prevent t'he vehicle from colliding wit,h the obst'acle. The main 
drawback of this approach is t2hant artificial potential field methods are susceptible to 
local minima where t,he vehicle can become stuck. In some circumstances a potent,ia,l 
field can be defined t'hat does not contain a local minimum. The resulting planner is 
said to operate on what is called a na.vigation function. Operating with a navigation 
function is an enticing motion planning strategy; however, comput'ing a navigation 
function for a general case could be as difficult as solving the motion planning problem 
for all initial conditions [17]. Art,ificial potential field methods a,re often effective, but 
generally do not offer completeness guarantees and are not easily formulated for high 
dimensional pr'oblems. 
Instead of formulating a single path from the initia,l configuration to the goal 
configura-tion, as is typically accomplished in cell decomposition an artificial potential 
field met hods, roadmap met hods attempt to capture the connect.ivit,y of the free space 
by generating a network of collision-free connecting paths called a roadmap. Roadmap 
met hods can be used for multiple pat h-planning queries because the same network of 
paths is used to find a connection from any initial configuration to any goal within 
the same environment. Finding a motion planning solution using a roadmap met,hod 
usually requires three general steps. First, the network of collision free connected 
paths in the free space must be generated. Second, the initial and goal configuratiorls 
must be connected to the network. Finally, the proper sequence of connected pat,hs 
must be chosen to move from the initial configuration to the goal. Roadmaps a,re 
typically generated in a preplanning stage and often make use of Voronoi diagra.ms, 
visibility graphs, and connectivity graphs. 
2.3 Probabalistic Motion Planning 
While alg~rit~hms represent,ing each met,hod just described arrive at a motion planning 
solut,ion from a different approach, most suffer in t,erms .of comp~t~ationa~l comple~it~y 
when applied to problems t,hat contain high dimensional configuration spaces. Ac- 
cording to results presented in [31] and [16] t,he comp1exit:y of path plaiining t,ends 
to increase e~ponent~ia~lly with the dimension of t,he confi yrat,ion space, which would 
explain why many algorithms famil t,o yield timely solutions ~vlien applied to high 
dimensional problems. This curse of dimensi~nalit~y has fueled research in a new cat- 
egory of motion planning methods t,hat can often produce solut~ions quickly for high 
dimensional problems through the means of a random search of the configuration 
space. Algorithms wit,hiiil this new cat,egory, referred to as pr~babilist~ic methods, 
admit,tedly forgo optimal solutions for t,he quick discovery of a feasible solution. The 
probabilistic methods tha,t have emerged within the last decalde have experienced 
great popular it,^, and their application will be further explored in t,his thesis. 
2.3.1 Probabalistic Road Maps 
One of the earliest Probabilistic methods was developed by Kavra.ki et al. and termed 
Probabilist,ic Roadmaps (PRkI). To generate t,he network of collision free connected 
paths used in a roa,dmap pla,nner, a PRM chooses a number of uniformly sampled 
random configurations and att'empts t,o connect each of the sa~npled configurations 
wit,h a simple connect,ion strategy. The PRM is generat,ed before the act,ual path 
planning problem is posed based on knowledge of obstacles in the environment. At- 
tempts are made to connect the initial and final configurations to the pre-computed 
road~na~p via t,he same connection st,rategy used to generate the PRM. Once those 
connections amre made, the correct sequence of nodes must be chosen to move from 
t,he initial configuration to t'he goa,l configuration [28]. The PRhl was developed to 
reduce the co~nput~at~iona~l complexity of generating motion paths for robots with more 
than 4 degrees of freedom in realistic environments [29]. Like tra<ditional roadmap 
methods, the PRM is based 011 generating a roadmap t.hat can be accessed for mul- 
t iple path planning quarries through t8 he same environment quickly and efficiently. 
The randomly selected configurations used to genera,te the roadmap are referred to 
as milestnones, and it has been shown that as t,he number of milestones increases, 
tlhe probability of successfully finding a correct solution where one exists ampproaches 
unity. The PRM is limited by the fact t,hat it does not a,ccount for dynamic environ- 
ments', the pre-comput'ed roadmap is not easily regenerated on the fly, and the PRM 
does not take the dynamics of the vehicle into account.. 
2.3.2 Rapidly-exploring Random Tree 
The Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm was developed to address the 
limitations of the PRMs. The RRT algorithm can regenerate motion path search 
'A paper has been published that modifies the ~ ~ h l  for dynamic environments, although the 
approac:h is limited to cases where the environment does not change significantly [25] 
t,rees on t,he fly; t)he algorit,hm t,akes vehicle dynamics int,o considerat,ion axid has also 
bee11 proven tlo be probabilistically completIe provided certain ~ondit~ions are met [33]. 
Where t,he PRh3 attempts to explore as much of the free space as possible in the 
pre-computed roadmap, t.he RRT algorithm a,t,t,empts to capture the connectivity of 
the free space with as little exploration as possible. The RRT alg~rit~hm constructls 
a tree of feasible tra'jectories where t,he root of the tree is the initial configuration. 
Ra,ndorn configurations chosen uniformly over the configuration space are used to 
expand the t,ree to uniformly cover the free space of t,he problem. When a branch 
of the tree lands close enough to t,he end goal, a feasible solution is found and the 
progra,m terminates. 
Ta7ble 2.1: C~nlpoilent~s of RRT Algorit'hm 
The RRT algorithm is f~rmulat~ed using 6 components which are summarized 
in Table 2.1. First, a st,ate space: X;  represents t,he space in which t,he problem 
is formulated, and could just as easily be t,he configuration space defined earlier. 
Second, a set of boundary values specify the root of the tree (xinit) and the center of 
an endga,me region used to define the termination of the algorithm (xgOul). Witfhin the 
problem formulation, the collision free subset of the state space is denoted by Xfree, 
while the subset of the state space tha8t is defined by the location of the obstacles 
is denot,ed Xobs. Third, a collision detector, which is a funct,ion that can check any 
given state against Xobs and return whether or not a state violates a constraint,, is 
used to determine the feasibility of newly c~nst~ructed branches of the tree. Fourth, 
a set of inputs, U, represents a complete set of cont,rol actions that can effect the 
state. The set of inputs is bounded to reflect the ~apabilit~y of the system providing 
the control actions. Fifth, An incremental simulator uses the current state and a set 
of control inputs to determine a new state at a future time. Lastly, the metric, p, is 
a reafl va,lued function that establishes a measure of distance between two states [33]. 
To begin, a random state is chosen and tvhe first branch of t,he tree is built from the 
root by selecting a set of contsrol inputs that will move the vehicle from the initial state 
closer to the random state. The incrementa,l simulator computes a new state from the 
inputs and the initial state. The collision detector checks to ensure that the patth from 
the initial state to the final state is collision free. If the pakh is collision free, the new 
state becomes a new node on the tree. Then the new node is checked to see if it lies 
Name 
1. State Space 
2. Bounda,ry 
Values 
3. Collision 
Detector 
4. Inputs 
5. In~rementa~l 
Simula,t or 
6. hIet,ric 
Description 
A bounded manifold 
Initial and goal locat,ions 
F'unct'ion that det,ermines whether 
constra,int,s a.re satisfied 
Set of control actions 
Given the current stastte and inputs 
determines future st,ate 
Specifies distance bet'ween states 
X c Rn 
xinit E X and xgO,l E 
X 
D(x) --+ {true, false) 
ZA 
S(x(t), u(t : t+At)) -+ 
x(t + a t )  
p : X x X + [O, 00) 
within the endgame region. If the new node lies in the endgame region, t,he a81goritlhm 
terminates wit,h a success. On the other hand, if it does not lie in t,he endga,me region, 
tAen a new random state is chosen and the metric is used bo det,ermine which node in 
the tree is closest to the new ra.ndonl st ate. The tree is once a,gaiil extended from the 
node chosen by the metric toward the new random goal a,nd the cycle repeats itself 
until a node lands in t,lle endgame region or t,he algorithm exceeds a predetermined 
ma,ximum number of itera,tions. The RRT algorithm is described using pseudocode 
i11 Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: RRT Algorithm 
BUILD- RRT(xinit) 
1 T.init1(xinit) ; 
2 for k = 1 , to  IC do 
3 xra,,d + RAPiDOhll- STATE(); 
4 EXTEND(7,xrand); 
5 Return 7 
EXTEND 
1 x,,,, + NEAREST- NEIGHBOR(x? (T)); 
2 if NEW- STATE (x, x,,,, . x,,,? u,,,) then 
3 7.add- vert~ex(x,,,); 
4 7. add- edge(xnem X , e ,  un.euj) ; 
5 if x,,, = x then 
6 Return Reached; 
7 else 
8 Retxrn Advanced 
9 Ret'urn Trapped; 
I11 [33] two methods of using a ra,ndomly genera.te samples to grow the tree are 
discussed. The first is called the EXTEND function which primarily uses the random 
sample to determine t'he direct ion to extend the tree one small increment a1 step, 
placing a node at tthe end of the step. If the random sample is a,ttained before t,he 
incremental step size is reached, then trhe EXTEND function terminates within the 
incremental stoep size and a new node is added at the location of the random sample. 
If an obstacle is encountered before the in~rement~al st'ep size is achieved, then t,he 
EXTEND funct,ion terminates in a failure, and does not add a new node to the tree. 
The second function, called t>he CONNECT function, calls the EXTEND function 
in a loop that results in either the construction of a branch of the tree conta,ining a 
number of consecut,ive nodes the end of which is the random sample, or else a branch 
of consecutive nodes t,hat stops at an obstacle encountered on the way toward tthe 
random sa,mple. In either case, every new node added t80 the tree lies a,t most an 
increment,al step's distance away from the original tree. 
Extensions and Improvements to the RRT 
hIet,hods to improve the perfor~narlce RRT have been published for a number of dif- 
ferent problems. Convergence of the algorit,hm can be greatly enhanced by biasing 
the search towards the goa,l [33]. Inst,ead of exclusively using random states to ex- 
pand tlhe tree, the goal configuratioil or samples from a region near the goal can be 
chosen to grow the tree in the direction of t'he goal. Although a barnlance must be 
established bet,ween the use of biased samples and uniformly chosen random samples 
because using biased samples too often causes t.he tree t,o become entrapped in local 
minima [26, 501. A second way to enhance the convergence of the algorithm involves 
const~ruct~ing two trees, one rooted atf t,he initial sta,te and one root,ed art the goal state 
in a bidirectional search. Note, for a bidirectional search, t,he incremental simulator 
used to expand t,he tree rooted at the goal state must propagate the states in reverse 
time. Using the bidirectional a.pproach shifts the problem from connecting the tree 
t,o the endgame region to connecting the two trees t,oget,her. Addit,ional information 
on the bidirect,ional method is presented in [33]. Another way of cutting down on 
cornputmation time is to employ an efficient  lear rest, or a>pproximately nearest, neigh- 
bor search. A naive approach must use the metric t,o check the distance from each 
node to a new randomly generated sta,t,e and then choose the minimum; more efficientl 
t,echniques can be found in [23] and [I]. 
Additional methods have been sought out to improve the convergence the algo- 
rithm when tAe vehicle must transit a narrow path. One atpproach is to increase the 
number of ra,ndomly sampled states in or near passa)geways. These methods can be 
found in [44] [21] and [6]. However, there are risks associated with implementing 
t,hese sampling strategies because trhe performance of t,he RRT is founded upon the 
fact that it rapidly and uniformly explores the free space. It is underst,ood tha,t) chang- 
ing t>he sa,mpling strategy will certainly change the distribution of the free space that 
is searched, a,nd may not improve t,he overall performance of the algorithm. Further- 
more, pr~babilist~ic completeness has not been shown for the case of a non-uniform 
sampling strategy. 
In his Master's Thesis [18], Ian Garcia attempts to improve the convergence of the 
RRT algorithm by testing two new connectmion strategies. The connection strategies 
work within the tradeoff between choosing fewer, more effective connections at the 
cost of computation time versus choosing many, simple connections which will likely 
take more iterat)ions to arrive at a solution. The t,hesis also explores methods of 
smoothing feasible, open-loop solutions. 
While the RRT algorithm has successfully produced results for many problems 
with static environments, the RRT algorithm is not designed to be directly applied 
to dynamic environments. Motion planning problems in dynamic environments re- 
quire that the problem formulation be ext,ended to generating a feasible path in 
configurat,ion-x-t'ime space. Moving obstacles may require that the vehicle double 
back on its original path in order to avoid a collision. Because the RRT algorithm 
constructs a tree within the configuration space by expanding the node nearest to a 
randomly chosen sample, it is not capa-ble of generating a path tha,t will double back 
on itself, and so the alg~rit~hm is not probabilistically complete wit,hin a dynamic 
2.3.3 Randomized Kinodynamic Motion Planner 
In order t,o achieve t,he performance of an RRT algorit,hm in dynamic environments, 
Hsu et al. developed t,he raondoniized kinodynamic motion planning algorithm (RKRJIP) 
presented in [22]. The R.KMP is similar to the RRT in t'hat it, also ~onst~ruct~s a tree 
rooted at the initial state t,hat terminates when it reaSches an endgame region. The 
algorithm explores t'he configuration-x-time space by expandiilg the t,ree from ran- 
domly selected nodes. The tree expansion is achieved by alpplying a random control 
input for a short period of time. In this wayi the t,ree is pushed into the free space 
by the use of control? inst.ead of pulled into the free space by t,he selection of random 
target c~nfigurat~ions. The benefit of using random ~onfigura~tiolis to pull the exten- 
sion of the t,ree is that it promotles a uniform coverage of the ~onfigurat~ion space. 
Although the control inputs used to expand the free in t,lle RKMP algorithm are 
chosen from a uniform distribution, there is no gua,ra,iittee t'hat the resulting output 
will uniformly cover the configuration-x-time space. In order to promote uniform 
covera,ge of t,he config~ra~t~ioii- x-time space, the RKRfP chooses nodes from a random 
distribution that is inversely related to the number of nodes present in a given re- 
gion. In this way, nodes in regions t,hat have been less explored are more likely to be 
chosen for e~pa~nsion. Beca,~~se it would be difficult to define a region around a point 
in configuration-x-time, the c~nfigurat~ion- x-t,ime space is divided into bins. In this 
way, the a,lgorit,hm randomly selects a bin that has at least one node a,nd tfhen ran- 
domly chooses a node wit8hin the bin to expand. This saiipling st,rategy approximates 
a,n ideal sampling strategy that would guarantee uniform coverage. The RKMP is 
outlined in pseudocode in t,able 2.3 [22]. 
Table 2.3: RKMP Algorithm 
ALGORITHRl1 
1 Initialize 7 with minit; r + 1 
2 repeat 
3 Pick mile~t~one, m from 7 with probability r*(m) 
4 m' +- PROPAGATE(m, u) 
5 if m! # nil then 
7 A d d r n ' t o I ; r + r + l  
8 Create an arc e from m t,o m'; store u with e 
9 if m' E ENDGAME then exit with SUCCESS 
10 if r = N then exit with FAILURE 
2.3.4 Frazzoli's Algorithm 
Inspired by Hsu's algorit,hni and the RRT, Fra-zzoli et al. produced another random- 
ized trajectory planner tha,t ca,n handle dynamic environments [17]. Frazzoli's algo- 
ritllrn is able t,o combine the ability to pla,n in dynamic environments with a method 
fhat uses random configurations to pull the expansion of t,he tree into unexplored 
regions of the configuration- x-time spa,ce. Frazzoli's algorit,hm closely resembles t,he 
RRT with a few important differences. First, Fra,zzoli's algorithm assumes t'he ex- 
istence of an obsta,cle free? inner-loop control strategy with an associat,ed Lya,ponov 
function or cost-to-go function. In a mauner similar to t,he RRT: the obstacle free 
control strategy is used t'o attempt to connect nodes within the tree t'o randomly 
chosen configurations or the goal, while the cost-to-go function is used as the met- 
ric to det'ermine the cost (distance or perhaps control effort) between configurations. 
Secondly, the expa'nsion of the tree does not occur in incremental steps, but each 
branch  represent,^ a direct connection from a node to a randomly sampled configura- 
tion. It is important to recognize t,hat using this met8hodology, each node of the tree 
represents an equilibrium or rest configuration. Furthermore, if a connection from 
the tree to t,he sample cannot be made, t,hen t,he randomly chosen coilfiguration is 
dropped a,nd a new one chosen. Third, instead of att,empt-ing to expa'nd the tree by 
choosing only one node to expand (t,he node that is nearest to a randomly sa,mpled 
c~nfigurat~ion), an attempt is made to connect the sample to the tree from every node 
in sequence until a successful connection is made or an attempt has been made from 
every node. A sequence tmha7t has been reported to produce good performance is one 
of increasing distance from the sample, where distance is defined by the cost-to-go 
metric [17]. Frazzoli's algorit, hm circumvents t'he challenging problem of defining a, 
~onfigura~t~ion- x-time metric by attempting to expand from every node. The attempt 
to expand from every node allows the algorithm to generate a path that can double 
back on it,self, which is necessary for guaranteeing probabilist,ic completeness for the 
dynamic environment case. Fr azzoli's algorithm is presented in Table 2.4. 
Because t,he obstacles a,re moving, a configuration that is collision free at one 
point in time, may not be collision free in the following moment. To avoid generating 
nodes that have a very small reachable set due to a nearly immanent collision with 
an obstacle, each node is checked for its safety over a buffer time before being added 
to the tree. In theory, the buffer time could be used to compute a new solution if the 
vehicle must move before a final solution is achieved [17]. 
One drawback to generating a feasible path by stringing together a series of rest to 
rest maneuvers is tfhat the final solution appears jerky a,nd may require a significa.nt 
amount of energy to execute the a.ccelerat,ions for all of t,he starting and stopping 
amlong the final path. If the obstacle free control strategy will cont>rol the syst,em from 
any state to any rest configurat.ion, t,hen the algorit-hm can be improved by including 
secondary milestones a,t a randoni time between each node. The final solution may 
be improved by the addition of the milestones between nodes because it allou~s for 
sections where the traject,ory moves from milestone t'o mile~t~one b fore coming to 
anot, her rest configuration [15]. 
Table 2.4: Frazzoli's Algorithm 
ALGORITHM 
1 Initialize Tree with init,ial conditions at time to + 0 
2 loop 
3 if UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES (Tree) root, t,arget) = success then 
4 Terminate with success 
5 ' repeat 
6 newTrajectory = EXPAND-TREE(Tree) 
7 if newTra.ject0r-y # failure and newTrajectory is T safe then 
8 Split newTraject.ory and ge~lerat~e primary and secondary milestones 
9 for all new milestones do 
10 UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES(Tree, node, target) 
11 Prune Tree 
12 until Time is up 
13 if Tree.root.Upperbound < oc {Feasible solution found) then 
14 find tlle child of root which gives the least upper bound on the cost-to-go 
15 Tree.root + best child 
16 else if Root has children then 
17 Choose a child according to rt random distribution, weighted with the 
number of cliildren in ea.ch subtree 
18 else 
19 propagate root for a time 0 in the future 
UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES(Tree) node, target,) 
1 node.LowerBound + J* (node, x, target, s). 
2 Generate the obstacle-free optimal t,rajectory to xf ,  using the control policy 
T(.) target, x). 
3 Check the generated trajectory for satisfaction of the obstacle avoidance 
constraints 
4 if the trajectory is collision-free then 
5 node.UpperBound + node.LowerBound. 
6 while node # Tree-root and node.Pa,rent.UpperBound > 
8 node + aode.Pareiit 
9 return succes 
10 else 
11 node.UpperBound + +oc 
12 return failure 
EXPAND-TREE(Treee) 
1 Generate a random configuration x, 
2 sort the nodes in the tree 
3 for all nodes in the tree do 
4 Generate a traject,ory to x,, using control policy T(. ,  x,) 
5 Check the generated trajectory for obstacle avoidance 
6 if the trajectory is collision-free then 
7 return genera,ted t,raject,ory 
8 return failure 
2.4 Configuration Space Considerations 
One major issue concerning the successful use of a randomized trajectory pla,nning 
a,lgorithm tha,t has not been discussed in the literature referenced is t'he importance 
of how the configurat,ioii space is defined. If t,he configuration space is defined as 
t'he vehicles posit,ion wit,hin a reference frame, t,hen there may be cases where rest to 
rest maneuvers cannot produce a feasible path t'hough one may exist,. For example, 
consider a moving passage problem where a narrow passa,geway moves or changes 
shape through the course of the plan (see Figure 2-1). Let the configuration space 
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Figure 2-1: Box A depicts the sliding door problem while Box B ill~stra~tes a more 
t,ightly constrained moving passage. 
be defined by all the possible positions the vehicle can with respect to a standard 
reference frame. If the moving passage can be negotiated by a simple rest t,o rest 
maneuver then we can expect the algorithm to find a feasible solution. On t,he other 
hand, if a simple rest to rest maneuver cannot negotiate the obstacle, then we can 
expect the algorit'hm t,o fail, even though the system may be capable of negotiat,ing 
the obstacles with a more complicated maneuver. In [17] an a<pplication example 
that fits the category of a moving passage problem is analyzed using several different 
algorithms. The application example required a helicopter to fly through two sliding 
doors. Frazzoli's algorithm successfully navigat'ed through the sliding doors primarily 
because a simple rest t,o rest maneuver could span the opening of the door as it 
slid back and forth. If the problem is recast as a moving passageway problem, where 
because of the shape of the moving pa,ssageway or the way it moved, the passage could 
not be negotiated by a simple rest to rest maneuver (see Figure 2-I), then Frazzoli's 
algorithm would fail to produce a solution. In some circumstances, the only way 
to negotiate a moving passage problem requires constlant movement. Suppose now 
that the problem is recast using a different definition of configuration spa'ce. Let the 
c~nfigurat~ion space now be defined by trim trajectories, where the vehicle maintains 
a constant velocity. In this case, maneuvers from one trim condition to the next 
would be much more likely t'o successfully negotkte t,he inoving passa'geway problem. 
Changing t,he definition of the configuration space will nat,urally result in a change in 
the da,ta t.ha,t must be stored a,t ea'ch node. Where t'he configuration space is defined 
by the ~elocit~ies of the vehicle, each node would have to store t,he configura,tion, the 
position as it entered t'he configurabion and if a,pplicable, the length of t'ime spent in 
that configura,t,ion. 
2.5 Extensions of Randomized Trajectory Planning 
in Dynamic Environments 
Though both Frazzoli's and Hsu's algorithms solve the problem of determining a, 
feasible, open-loop trajectory from a,n initial st ate to a goa,l configurat'ion in t.he 
presence of moving obstja,cles, there are a number of e~t~ensions to the moving obsta,cle 
problem that remasin to be explored. A straight forward extension t,o the problem is 
to have a goal configuration that also moves, which is also referred to as a,n interceptl 
problem. If the traject-ory of the goal is perfectly known. t'hen Hsu's algorithm may 
be direct,ly applied where each new node is tested to see if it matches witrh the goal's 
configura,tion-x-t,ime. It is believed tha,t Frazolli's algorit,hm may also be directly 
a,pplied with one minor change. Where in the origina,l algorit,hm there is only one 
obstacle free controller, a second obsta,cle free ~ont~roller t)ha,t is ca,pable of intercept'ing 
a moving goal should be a,dded. A su~it~ching logic may then be employed tlo choose 
which obstacle free guidance lafw used depending upon whether a connection is sought 
wit,h a random configuration or t,he goal. For a,n illustra,t,ion of a moving goal problem 
see Figure 2-2. 
'0, \ 
Start 
Figure 2-2: An intercept problem with moving ~bsta~cles. 
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A second extension to the moving obstacle problem is to require a vehicle maintain 
a relative position or orientation with respect to a moving object. This extension will 
be referred to as the tracking problem. Consider the problem where two robots must 
continually point antennas toward one another as they navigate an obstacle field. 
Provided that the location of each robot relative to the other is well known, then 
both Frazzoli's and Hsu's algorithms can be directly applied, by folding the tracking 
portion of the problem in as a constraint,. One may notice that the constraints 
specified in a tracking problem often resemble the moving passage problem discussed 
earlier in the context of choosing the description of the configuration space. 
An extension to the moving obstacle problem that is not dire~t~ly solved by F'raz- 
zoli's or Hsu's algorithms is the generation of a motion plan ill the presence of moving 
obstacles that is robust to errors and uncertainties. Both Frazzoli's and Hsu's algo- 
rithms are considered open-loop planners because they for~nulat~e a single plan with 
the expectation that the system and the environment are modeled accurately enough 
that the execution of the plan will be successful. The open-loop planning concept is 
very similar to using an open-loop controller to drive a system to a desired state. An 
open-loop controller calculates the inputs required to drive the system to a desired 
state and feeds the inputs to the system without regard to how closely the system 
output matches the expected output. Usually the system outputs do not exactly 
align with the expected outputs because of various errors and uncertainties. In the 
same way, the performance of a system executing an open-loop plan will be subject to 
errors in the model used to generate the plan and uncertainties in the environment. 
As an example, consider the intercept problem mentioned earlier, and assume there 
are no modeling errors or uncertainties in the environment except for some uncertainty 
in the goal's initial position. Assume also that the dynamics by which the goal moves 
are perfectly known and are a function of the goal's position. The goal location 
at a given time is found by integrating the dynamics of the goal from the initially 
uncertain position. Because the dynamics of the goal are a function of its position, 
the uncertainty in the goal's location will grow in time. At the beginning of the 
engagement the uncertainty in the goal's location may be fairly low and the likelihood 
of an open-loop plan successfully intercepting the goal could be fairly high. However, 
as time goes on, the uncertainty in the goal's location will grow and the likelihood of 
successfully intercepting the goal by using an open-loop plan will diminish. For an 
illustration refer to Figure 2-3. 
2.6 Robust Motion Planning 
In t<he realm of system control, t,he method of feeding the output errors of t,he system 
back to the controller is known as a feedback control strategy. Feedback controllers 
tend to be much more robust to errors and uncertainties than t,heir open-loop coun- 
terparts. In the sa'me way, if a feedback approach can be taken with motion planning 
in the presence of errors and ~ncert~aint~ies, then the resulting motion plans can be ex- 
pected to be more robust. In regards t,o motion planning, the problemat'ic result of the 
error sources is that the trajectory taken by the syst'em does not precisely align with 
Goal Estimate + 
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Figure 2-3: An intercept problem with error-prone e~t~imation. 
t,he planned t,rajectory. In order tto a,ccount for errors within the plan, individual error 
sources must be identified and an upper bound of their contribut,ion to the syst,ein's 
deviation from the plan must be est'imated. Combining t,he error sources maximum 
contribution to the deviat'ion form the planned trajectory provides a,n est ima'te for 
the maximum de~iat~ion from the path. Knowing the maximum deviation allows the 
planner to artificially eiila,rge the const,ra,int boundaries so t,hat the resulting path will 
clear each obstacle by at least the distance of tIhe maximum devia'tion. 
Before formula.ting a robust motion planning strat,egy, it is important t,o identify 
the sources of error and ~ncert~ainty and how t,hey affect the performance of the sys- 
tem. First, consider the error generated by mismodeling the system. A ra,ndomized 
t,rajectory planner must conta,in a model of the system to const'ruct the tree that 
searches the state spa'ce. When an open-loop plan is formed, t,he planner supplies 
a controller with the open-loop control inputs that are e~pect~ed to carry the sys- 
tem through the plan. Because mismodeling errors and unexpect'ed environmental 
forces are generally anticipated, a feedback ~ont~roller ca,n be implemented t'o force 
the system to closely follow t,he t,rajectory provided by the planner. Even with the 
use of a feedback controller it is expected that the system will not track the tra- 
jectory exactly. The degree t,o which t'he controller allows the system to drift from 
the trajectory provided by .t8he planner will be referred to as the controller error. In 
summary, the source of cont'roller error is mismodeled dynamics, sensor noise, and 
unexpected environmenta.1 forces while the effect of the error is a. devia.tlion from the 
planned tra,jectory. 
Next, consider the fact that a navigation system provides estimates of t,he system 
state and information about t'he environment based on measurements from sensors 
that have a limited accura,cy. Therefore, the dat,a provided by the navigation system 
is also error prone. Naviga,tion errors effect t,he performance of bot'h tshe controller 
and the planner. The syst,elri state est'iinates are fed back to t'he coilt,roller as a 
measure of t,he systtem output. If the ~ont~roller is not subject to errors. then t'he 
navigation system's state estimat,es would match the pla,n exact,ly. However, because 
the naviga,t,ion syst,em's stat,e estimat'es tend be different tlhen tlhe syst1em's true stat'es, 
the syst'em is expected to deviate from t,he planned tra,jectory. Naviga,tion data is 
also used by the planner t,o generate a description of t,he system's initial state and 
tto define constraint boundaries. As a result of navigation errors, the true constrai~lt~ 
boundaries may not be perfectly representled in the planner, so tha,t a feasible plan 
formed that moves the system near a predicted constraint boundary may in rea,lit,y 
cause t,he system to run into the true constraint boundary [43]. 
In order to' guarantee t'hat the system's deviation from the t,raject,ory will not 
result in the violation of a con~t~raint,, the planner must construct a plan according to 
constraint boundaries that, have been art,ificially enlarged by t,he maximum predicted 
deviation. A maximum predicted deviation is derived by adding together the max- 
imum effect) of each indi~idua~l error. Some errors and their rrlaximum effect on the 
system's devia'tion from the planned path can be expected to remain nearly constant 
in t,ime. Rkking some reasonable assumptions about t,he feedback controller, it can 
be expect,ed t,hat the controller will be amble to keep the system close to tlhe planned 
t,rajectory throughout the execution of the pla'n. Similarly, if the navigat,ion system 
has regular access to accurate updates, t,he navigation error ca'n be expected t,o re- 
main bounded by a constant. Other errors, like the propagation errors, a,re expected 
to grow in time. Nat,urally the longer the pla,n generated the larger the effect of prop- 
agation errors. The consequence of creating a plan robust tlo propargation errors is 
that at some point the boundaries of the constraints will grow to consume the entire 
free space, making a successful plan impossible. With a robust implementation there 
will be a trade-off between amount of free space surrendered to artificial constraint 
boundaries and the length of time for which the plan can be generated. In cases where 
t,he goa,l and the environment are well known, propagat,ion errors may have a limited 
role if any and the free space trade-off problem may not arise. However, in many 
intercept or tracking problems, the goal and/or the environment are often subject to 
propagation errors and the free space trade-off problem must be addressed. 
Most randomized t,rajectory planning algorithms admit slow convergence t,o a 
solution when the problem is high constrained or involves narrow passages. Therefore, 
the degree to which the free space can be infringed upon by artificial constraints while 
not significantly affecting the convergence of the planner must be decided for each 
problem encountered. Expansive problems may permit a great deal of constraint, 
enlargement before the planner's convergence rate is signifi~a~ntly impacted, while the 
opposite is true of problems that are already t,ight,ly constrained (see Figure 2-4). 
Specific methods for determining how much artificial constraint boundary expan- 
sion to allow, along with other specific details will be provided in Chapt,er 4. For 
now, the general framework will be described. First, a pre-planning function using 
prior error bound analysis determines a safe planning horizon and reasonable con- 
st'raint b~unda~ries. The safe horizon and the boundary definitions are sent to the 
planner which generates a plan. The plan is then provided to an inner-loop feedback 
Figure 2-4: Box A depicts an expansive problem where t,he coiistraints call be arti- 
ficially enlarged a great dea'l before severely hampering t'lle convergence rat,e of the 
algorithm. Box B illustrates a more tightly constrained problem where the constraints 
cannot be enlarged much before the problem becomes infeasible. 
Figure 2-5: The fra,mework of a robust motion plaaning strategy 
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cont,roller ~ ~ ~ h i c l i  execut,es the pla,n. A navigation syst,enl provides da't,a t,o a feedbwk 
corlt'roller while also supplyiilg the prepla,nner wit,h current est,irnat,es on the syst,ein 
and environment,. As t'ime approaches the first safe horizon time provided t,o t,he 
planner, the pre-planning funct.ion provides an upda,ted planning horizon time wit,h 
constraint boundary definitions. The robust planning architlecture contains an outer 
planning loop and an inner execut,ion loop (see Figure 2-5). Cha,pter 3 describes the 
inner-loop mechanisms while Chapter 4 goes int,o det,ail on t'he implementatmion of tlhe 
out,er planning loop. 

Chapter 3 
Inner-loop Description 
The OTE a,ttitude guidance problem presents a challenging test case for the proposed 
robust randomized t,rajectory planning approach introduced in Cha,pter 2. The post)- 
acquisition phase of t,he OTE mission naturaaly falls iiit,o the category of a tra,cking 
problem where the constraints placed on the syst,em form narrow moving passageways. 
Furthermore, the ultmimat,e success of the tra,cking experiment hinges on the system's 
abilit,y to remain wit,hin the  constraint,^ a,t all times possible. 
This cha,pter presents the description of the inner-loop experimental setup used 
tlo test and refine the robust planning met,hodology introduced in Cha.pter 1. The 
description of the inner-loop setup used in t,his experiment will begin with a report of 
the satellite system hardware and environment specifications. Ha,rdware and environ- 
ment particulars dictate interfacing requirements and affect the performance bounds 
of the navigation and the control systems. Following t'he system and environment 
description, will be an explanation of the navigation system and its associa,ted error 
sources. Discussion and some basic results will also be presented on the methods 
used to obtain rotational state est'imates and transla,t,ional state predictions. Finally, 
a third section that mirrors the structure of the navigation section will present the 
obst'acle-free tracking controller used to implement the planned tra>jectory. Error 
contributions associat,ed with the tracking controller will also be discussed. 
3.1 System and Environment 
The two satellites in the OTE each cont,ain tlhe following sensor suite and hardware 
components: a primary camera for providing line-of-sight measurements of the tracked 
object, a star camera to provide three-axis attitude upda-tes, a communications a,n- 
tenna which permits the transfer of data between satellites, a GPS receiver to provide 
own-ship tra,nslational position and velocity updates, an IMU that supplies angular 
velocit,y data, and reactmion wheels which provide the t'orque necessary to steer the 
attitude of the satellite. Table 3.1 reports the location, specifications and the associ- 
ated error quantities of ea,ch sensor and hardware item, while Figure 3-1 provides an 
illustra.tion of the sensors and hardware. 
Because each component is rigidly mounted to the frame of the satellite, rigid 
Communications Antenna 
Figure 3-1: The sensors and hardware of each OTE sa,tellite. 
body dyna*mics can be used t,o represent the motion of t'he satellite. The rigid body 
equations of rotat'ional motlion are given in Equations 3.1 and 3.2, where J is the 
moment of inertia t,ensor, M ( u B )  represents the moments applied to t,he satellite 
from control a~t~ions,  and M  (vB ) represents moments resulting from environment a1 
disturbances. Note also tlhat w:, is the a'ngular velocity vector of the satellite, given 
in the body frame, and qi is the attitude quaternion of the satellite. 
The moment of inertia tensor used in the experiment is given in Equation 3.3. 
Recall that the opera,ting limits of the primary ca'mera, sta'r camera, a'nd com- 
munications antenna define pointing constraints which are formulated as inclusion or 
exclusion cones. The p~iiit~ing constraints are listed in Table 3.3 according t,o each 
sensor. See Figure 3-2 for an illustration of the inclusion and exclusion cones. 
The robust randomized trajectory planning methodology is tested using three 
engagement scenarios. For each scenario, the ~atellit~es are phased in the same orbit 
and the orbit of the object to be t,racked is different orbit. Table 3.4 lists t'he scenarios 
along with the associated orbital elements and the engagement times. 
Ta,ble 3.1: Hardware Spe~ificat~ioiis Used in OTE 
Item Location (B) Specifications Symbol Errors lo 
Primary Bore-sight 10 degree FOV NA NA 
Camera [I 0 01' 
Star Bore-sight 22 degree FOV asc,,, 1 arcsec Pitch and Yaw 
IMU Internal + 
Reaction Internal 
Wheels 
7 deg/s max rate 
60 deg cone of in- 
sensitivity 
Max rate: 3 deg/s 
hlax acceleration: 
0.15 deg/s2 
~ S C - r  5 arcsec Roll 
NA NA 
16 m Position Error 
0.4 m/s Velocity Error 
1 deg/hr Bias 
100 ppm Scale fa.ctor 
100 p-radians hlisalignment 
0.07 deg/& Angle Ran- 
dom Walk 
Not modeled 
Table 3.2: Enviro~iment~al Error Source 
Source Symbol Error lo 
Object Translational State 00, le5 m Posit,ion Error 
~ O V  le3 m/s Velo~it~y Error 
Table 3.3: Inclusion and Exclusion Constraint Definitions 
Hardware Item Inclusion or Defining Vector Half-angle 
Exclusion 
Primary Camera bore-sight Inclusion Vector fro111 satellite to  object 5 degrees 
Star Camera bore-sight Exclusion Vector froin satellite to  Sun 30 degrees 
Vector from satellite to  Earth 75 degrees 
Vector from satellite to  Moon 10 degrees 
Positive and Negative Exclusion Vector from satellite to 2"d 30 degrees 
I Comnlunica,tions Antenna axis I I satellite I 1 
Figure 3-2: The inclusion and exclusion cones of the a,tt,itude guidance problem. 
Ta>ble 3.4: Engagement Scenario Orbits 
Scenario 
1 Satellite 1 
Satellite 2 
Object 
2 Satellite 1 
Sa.tellite 2 
Object 
3 Satellite 1 
Satellite 2 
Object 
Semi-Major 
Axis(km) 
7004 
7004 
7200 
7004 
7004 
7200 
7004 
7004 
7700 
Eccentricity 
0.0701 
0.0701 
0.005 
0.0701 
0.0701 
0.005 
0.0701 
0.0701 
0.005 
Inclination 
(deg) 
180 
180 
70 
180 
180 
150 
180 
180 
100 
RAAN 
(deg) 
0 
0 
45 
0 
0 
45 
0 
0 
90 
Arg. of 
Perigee (deg) 
276.921 
276.921 
20 
276.921 
276.921 
20 
276.921 
276.921 
20 
True 
Anomoly 
38.131 
17.968 
331.32 
27.781 
6.94 
320.652 
351.36 
325.68 
325.921 
3.2 Navigation System 
A navigation system provides information about t,he stante of t,he systlem and/or in- 
formation on the state of t,he environment. For this experiment, t,he irlforma,t,ion 
provided on t,he system includes esti~nat~es of the satellite's rotat,ional and predicted 
t~ransla.t,ional states a,long with t,he a'ssociated est,ima,t'ion error covariance measure- 
ments. The environment da,ta includes the ephemerides of the Sun, Earth, and Moon, 
and a prediction of the object's t,ranslational state with an associated estimation er- 
ror covariance. The translational stlate and est,imation error covaria.nce of t,he second 
satellite are relayed from the na~igat~ion system of the second satellit,e t,hrough the 
con~inunica~tions link for use by the preplanning function. 
The naviga,tion system designed for this experiment reports system and environ- 
ment information t,o both the out'er-loop, prepla,nning funct,ion, and t,he inner-loop, 
control system (refer back to Figure 2-5). The est'ima,ted rotat,ional state of the 
satellite is used to provide feedback t,o t'he inner-loop control system. The estima- 
t'ion error covariance of the satellit,e's rot,at,ional state is not used in this simula,t,ion, 
though it, could be used t,o measure the confidence in the rotational statle est,imate. 
The predict'ed translational stat,es of both of the ~atellit~es and the object are used 
by the out'er-loop preplanning funct,ion along wit,h the est,iination error covariance 
measurements associated with t'he predicted translational state of t.he satellite a,nd 
the object. The following is a summary of how the rotational sta,te est,imates and 
predicted t,ra8nslational stfate information is worked out in simulat,ion. 
3.2.1 Rotational State Estimates 
In order to simulate realistic rotlational st,ate estimates from sensor data, a discrete- 
time Kalman filter is utilized to combine simulated IRIU and star camera data. The 
Ka,lman filter is an optimal linear filter t,hat can be used to form opt,imal filt,er state es- 
timates by combining measurements from multiple sensors [19]. The use of a Kalman 
filt,er is an approach that would likely be taken to generate navigation information on- 
board a real satellite. This subsection begins by introducing Kalman filt'ering prelim- 
ina,ries and two different imp1ementat)ions of the Kalman filter, then general Ka,lman 
filter equations are provided, and finally the section concludes with t,he specific equa- 
tions used to generate the rotational stlate estimate for this experiment and a report 
of the navigation system results. 
General Kalman Filter Preliminaries: The discrete-time Kalman filt,er can be 
described in terms of three estimation related processes: initialization, propagat,ion, 
and measurement upda,te/reset. To begin, the Kalman filter initia,lizes the filter stat,e 
and covariance est,imates by populating t,hem using initial est'imated va,lues. The 
Kalman filter uses a plant/process model to propagat,e the filter st,ate via a series of 
discrete time propagatlion st,eps to a measurement time. Measurements from sensors at 
measurement times correct the predicted state estima,t,es, where a set of calculations 
are used to update the filter state and covariance estimates. At the measurement 
time, there may also be the option to reset certain variables depending upon how the 
I<alma,n filter is iinplement,ed. Following t'he measurement/resent process, the fi1t)er 
propa,gates t,he updat,ed filt'er st,ate est,ii~iat,e t,o tjhe next mea,surement tjinle and the 
cycle repeat,s 1191. 
When using Kalina,n filt,er equa,t,ions there are at lea,st tlwo ca'ses where varia,bles 
must be distinguished by careful nohtion. First, it is import8a,nt t'o recognize t8hatl 
t.he filter state is different then the syst,em state. In the context of tlhis experiment, 
tlhe systlem st>ate is the rot,a,tional st'a,te of t,he satellite. na,nlely t'he attitude and an- 
gular rat,es. The filter st,at,e is often a vector of estmiinat8ed error values, as is t,he 
case in the Kalman filter used in this experiment,. In t'his sect'ion t,he system stactme 
will be distinguished from t'he filter state by adding a subscript, s, t'o tlhe front of 
the varia,ble (i.e. ,x). Secondly, the filter sta,te and covariance esttima8t,es before the 
measurement,/reset process must be distinguished from the filter state and c~va~riance 
estlima8tes after the ineas~rement/~eset process. A filtler st,atle est,ima,t,e at time tk ,  
that is the result of j measurenleiits is given as Xklmj. Therefore, during the measure- 
ment /reset process x,:~, j becomes Xklmj+l  , bemuse the entire meatsurement process 
occurs within time-st'ep tk. 
Two Implementations: There are two ways of implementling a Kalman filter that 
will be described here as t,he feedforward method and the feedback method. The 
met'hods are different'iated by how t,he syst,em output is correct,ed by the filtter out- 
put. The implement'ation method is called feedforward if t-he Kalman filter uses 
uncorrected system data to generatme t,he filt,er esti~nate and t,hen corrects the syst'em 
output before the informa,t,ion is sent elsewhere. The inlplement'a,tion method is called 
feedback if the system data is corrected by the previous filter state estimate before 
being used by the fi1t)er to generate the next filter stmate. For an ill~st~ration of the 
feedforward a,nd feedback methods refer to Figure 3-3. 
Feedforward Implementation 
Feedback Implementation 
Figure 3-3: The feedforward and feedback methods of Kalman filtering 
In the feedforward met'hod: the error estimate accumulates in the filter state. 
Consider t,he case where a feedforward Kalman filter is used to est'imate and correct 
for errors that grow over time. Ideally, the values of t'he filter state grow to match 
the errors generated ~vit.hi11 the syst,em. However, at. some point', the size of values in 
t'he filter st ate could invalidate t,he linear assumptions made in the filt,er (recall that 
the Kalman filter is the optimal linear filt,er). On t,he other ha'nd, in t,he feedback 
method, t'he va,lue of t,he error estimate does not accumu1at.e in the filter state but, 
rather in a set of correction variables which are used t,o correct the system output 
data before it is processed by the filter. In this way, the filt,er state estimate reflects 
the error growth since the last measurement instead of reflecting the error growth 
since the filter was init,ia,lized. The feedback method keeps filter error state va.lues 
low, which works tro just.ify the linear assu~npt,ions made witshin the filter. 
Discrete Kalman Filter 
In this subsection the discret,e stat,e space model is derived from a continuous state 
space representation. Also presented here are appr~ximat~ions of the stat'e transition 
ma'trix a,nd discrete process noise cova-riance matrix which do not require matrix expo- 
nentiation. The subsect,ion concludes wit-h the discrete time Kalman filter equations. 
For more information see [19] 
Continuous t ime  model: The continuous time state propagation equa,tion is gener- 
ally formulated as Equation 3.4, where the initial condition is x(to) = xo, and where? 
x is the n-dimensional state vector, F( t )  is the ( n  x n) time-varying dynamics matrix; 
G is an (n x m,) ma,t,rix, and qc is the (m x 1) continuous time process noise. 
The process noise is assumed to be a zero-mean white process for which the condit,ions 
in Equation 3.5 hold. 
The term QC6(r) is the (m x m) continuous time noise spectral density and 6(t) is 
the Dirac delta fun~t~ion. The measurement equation is inherent'ly discrete and given 
by Equat'ion 3.6. 
zk = H X ~  + r k  (3.6) 
In Equation 3.6 H is a (I x n) matrix relating the ( I  x 1) measurement vector, z, to the 
st,ate, x; and where r is a (I x 1) measurement noise vector. The measurement noise 
is assumed to be a zero-mean white process for which the conditions of Equation 3.7 
hold true. The term R is the mea,surement noise cova,ria,nce, and 6iYj is the Kronecker 
delta funct,ion. 
R i f i = j  E r r }  = R6. 2 , ~  . = 0 otherwise 
Discrete time model: Because a computer imple~lient,at~ion f a statme-space model 
is necessarily discrete-time, the discrete t'ime st8attte-space model is developed from the 
cont,inuous time stt a,t,e-spa,ce qua't ions, as in Eqautl ion 3.8. 
In Equation 3.8 the initial condition is x(k = 0) = xo, where @ ( k  + 1, k) is the strate 
transition matrix and the integral is the discrete-time process noise. Not,e that if 
F is consta~lt. tshen t:he t,ransit.ion matrix is exactly the niart.rix exponential given in 
Ecluation 3.9 
@(k+  1,I;) = eFAt, At = tk+, - tk (3.9) 
However, if F is time varying then the transitmion matrix is not (exact,ly) t'he matrix 
e~ponent~ial. It is comnlon practice to restrict the time steep At to be sinall enough 
so that F( t )  can be considered constant on (tk, tk+l). 
With respect t,o the discret,e time appro~irna~tion used in Equat,ion 3.10, t'he matlrix 
exponential gives a good approximation to the transition ma,t,rix, which is provided 
in Equation 3.1 1. 
@ ( I ;  + 1, k )  = eFkAt (3.11) 
Because the matrix exponentmiation required tto obtain @(k + 1, k) is computation- 
ally costly, it is desira'ble to approximat'e e F k A t  by a t,runcated Taylor series expansion. 
Assuming F( t )  is constant 011 the intterval (tk, tk+l) and equal tro Fk, t,hen @ ( I ;  + 1 , I;)  
is approximated to third-order terms by Equation 3.12. 
The (n x 1) discrete time process noise q d  is then given by Equat,ion 3.13 
Note that q d  is a zero-mean process witfh covariance Qd, which is shown in Equation 
3.14. 
The (n x n,) discrete-time process noise covariance is given exactly by Equat~ion 3.15. 
To obt,ain a computationally suitable approximation of Qd, sub~titut~e the trun- 
cated Taylor series for @ (given in Equation 3.12): in place of @ in Equation 3.15. 
Solving t8he int,egral with the avpproxima~te in place yields Equation 3.16 too third- 
order terms. 
where M = GQCGt 
To simplify the notation for future reference, the discrete stat,e transition matrix and 
the discrete-time process noise covariance will be referred to as in Equations 3.17 and 
3.18. 
With the discrete state spa,ce represent.ation est-ablished, t,he following is a summary 
of the discrete Kalman filter equat'ions. 
Initialization process: The Kalma\n filter stake and cova.ria.nce are init,ialized with 
estimates of the initial values, as in Equation 3.19. 
Initial state estimate xolmo = xo (3.19) 
Init'ial estima,tion error covariance PolmO = Po 
Propagation process: The filter state and error covariance are propa,gatled be- 
tween measurement upda,t,e according t,o Equations 3.20 and 3.21. The propagation 
process usually occurs at a high rate to minimize the error associated wit.h discrete 
representation of a continuous process. 
Q k  : given by Equations 3.12 and 3.17. 
1  = @ k x k l m j  (3.20) 
Q k  : given by Equations 3.16 and 3.17 
Measurement updatelreset process: The filt,er state a,ild estimation error co- 
variance a,re updated at the measurement8 time via Equations 3.22 a,rld 3.23 respec- 
tively through the use of t'he Kalman gain, which is provided in Equation 3.24. Note 
t4hat here tvhe term update refers to the correctioil of the filter state a,nd co~aria~nce 
values using the measured da,tla. The measurement process is inherently discrete and 
usually occurs at a much lower ra,te the propa,gation process. 
If t,he feedforwa,rd implementat-ion is used, then the ineasurementI/reset process 
is finished witth the &ate and est.imat,ion error cova~riarice ~pdat~es.  However, if the 
feedback implementation is used then the system state and filt,er st4at8es need to be 
reset,. Resetting the filt,er st,at,e involves transferring data from the filter state t,o a set 
of variables which are used to correct t,he output of the system. Once t,he t,ransfer is 
complet,e, the filter state is reinitialized tso captlure the change in the filter sttamt,e values 
that will occur between the measurement just taken and the next measurement. The 
reset equations for t,he feedback implementation a-re given in Equation 3.25. 
The system reset. function, Rws-reset, represents the ~a~lcula~t~ion required to re-compute 
the system st,ate, .x, ma,king corrections for error estimates, xk+ l m j + l  These calcu- 
lations include unit conversions between system a,nd filt,er stat,es, account for the fact 
t,hat a filter state may represent a combination of syst)em errors; and also account 
for the fact that only some filter stsates may be used in the syst,em reset,. If Rqs-reset 
is linear it can be f~rmulat~ed as a matrix that, is referred t.0 as Al.  The matrix A2 
accounts for the fact. that only some of the filter states may be used for the system 
reset. Notme tha,t if all of the filt,er states are used in the system reset: then A2 is tfhe 
ide11tit.y matrix and the filter state est,imate aft,er the reset is equal to zero. 
Specific Implementation 
The information a,ndequat,ions required to utilize a feedback Kalman filter for the 
specific a,pplication to determining the rot ationa,l st ate of a satellit,e are conveyed in 
the following section. First, a description of expected hardware output is provided 
followed by some basic equa,tions used to develop the filter stmate values. Then the 
filter dyna,mics amre presented along with the equation defining a measurement update. 
Initial conditions are then provided and finally the reset a:nd correction equations are 
Hardware 
Ih4U 
described. 
Star Camera 
Derivation of Measurement and Dynamic Model: Typically, a-n IMU will 
supply increment,al angles thru which the body rot'ates between two t i~ne  t.icksl spec- 
ifying rot,ations a,bout each IMU axis in t,he in IMU frame. For this experiment,, it is 
assumed that the IMU provides incremental angles and tmhat the IMU frame is ident,i- 
cal t,o the body frame. The in~rement~al tngles are used to generate angular velocity 
values specifying t,he rotation rates of the satellite with respect to t,he inertial frame 
formulated in the body frame. The a,t,t,it,ude of the satellit,e is measured by the stmar 
camera, which is assumed to supply a quaternion specifying the rotmation from the 
star camera frame to the inert.ia,l fra,me. Table 3.5 lists the hardware a.ssocia.te with 
att,itude determinat.ion and provides a description of the raw out'put data expected 
from ea.ch instrument. 
The uncorrected hardware outlput is first converted to derived quantities that are 
more useful in equations used to correct the hardware out-put and serve as input t-o 
the Kalman filter. Equat'ion 3.27 is used tro convert t,he incremental angles provided 
by the IMU into an a,ngular velocit'y vector, while the quaternion supplied by the star 
camera is converted into a direction cosine matrix (DCM)' and a simple rotmation is 
performed to transform the measurement into the body frame (see Equation 3.28). 
Output 
1ncrement:al angles specifying r ~ t , ~ t , i o n s  
a,bout each of the IhlU axes. 
Attit,ude q~at~ernion specifying the ro t a  I GC 
tioii from the SC fra.me to t.he I fra.me. 
The prime error value estimated by the Ka.lman filter is the error in the derived 
attitude. To undershnd how the filter ca,n provide estimates for the attitxde error, 
consider the rotation of a reference fra,me by small angles. A 3-2-1 (y-p-r) sequence of 
single axis Euler rotations to t,ransform from frame A to frame B is given in Equat'ion 
3.29. If the angles el, 02, and e3 are small and small a,ngle approximations are used, 
then the order of rot,ations does not matter and Equation 3.29 can be rewritsten as 
Variable 
re or equat,ions that convert from quaternions to DCMs and vice versa collsult a reference book 
such as [52]. 
Equation 3.30. 
o cos e2 o - sin e2 [: ~ i l ; e ~ ] [ O  1 0 ][1"nei3 :!; !] (3.29) T; = o cosel - sine1 ros el sine2 0 cos e2 
&om Equat,ion 3.30 the attitude error, q5B, can be defined in terms of the true 
attitude T; and the attitude estima,t,e Ti",. Equation 3.31 gives the attit,ude error in 
skew symmet,ric form. 
I I A I  [q5B X ]  = I - TB TB 
Xote that a DCM is a n  orthonormal matrix whose inverse is equal t'o its tra,nspose. 
Now let w i J  represent the error-free a,ngular velocity vector of the IMU frame witth 
respect t,o-the inert,ial fra,me expressed in the IMU frame and let represent the 
error-prone IMU measurement of w i  ,, including IMU gyro errors. Then the error 
6w,S,, in is defined in Equa.t,ion 3.32. 
The IMU angula-r velocity measurement errors, 6u&, ca.n be decomposed into a 
linear combinattion of the conttribut,ing error sources. Equation 3.33 delinea.t,es the 
cont'ributing error sources in equation form where bB, (D,s) ', ([wiJ x ]m)  B, and 
w B  are vect.ors whose components represent t,he bias, scale factor, misalignmentl, and 
process noise along ea,ch axis of the IMU frame. D, is a (3 x 3) diagonal mat:rix with 
components of wi-I on the diagonal. 
The process noise term, wB, introducing angle random walk is assumed t'o be a zero- 
mean, white process with properties established in Equat,ion 3.34. Notme tshat 6(r) is 
the Dirac delta- function. 
The time derivative of the transformation matrices, T', and T',, are given by 
Equations 3.35 and 3.36. 
Taking tshe time derivative of Equation 3.31 results in Equation 3.37. 
' I t A I  [q&B X ]  = -TB TB - T','T~':, (3.3 7) 
Making the proper substitutions to Equation 3.37 and retaining only first order terms 
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Table 3.6: Kalman Filter Stlat-es Syrrlbols and Units 
yields Equa.t,ion 3.38. 
Number 
- 
1-3 
'4-6 
7-9 
10-12 
When Equation 3.38 is written in vector forin Equation 3.39 results. 
The purpose of the Kalman filter is to estimate t,he individual error components in 
the IhlU-provided attitude and angular velocity, and a,pply these estimaatses as correc- 
Units 
s 
radians 
radians/s 
PPM 
raadians 
State 
t 
q5B 
b 
s 
m 
tion to obtain t'he system state estimat'e. The quantit'ies t,o be est,imated (enumerated 
in Table 3.6) become the states used in the Kalman filter. The units provided in Table 
Description 
Independent variable 
IMU a,ttitude error 
Gyro bias 
Gyro scale faactor 
Gyro misalignment 
3.6 are t,he units internal to the Kalman filter. Note that it is important to convert 
units from the 1-0 values presented in Table 3.1 before implementing the Ka,lman 
filter equations. 
Define t,he state vector as a 12-dimensional vect,or, partitioned into four 3-vectors, 
as in Eauation 3.40. 
Assuming gyro bias, scale factor, asnd misalignment are modeled as random constants? 
and using Equations 3.33 and 3.39, the error dynamics ca,n be described by Equation 
3.41. 
The attitude provided by the star camera is used in conjunction wit,h the angular 
velocity provided by the IMU to generate a measurement of the first. three filter 
states. The measurement vector is generated in skew-symmetric form in the star 
ca.niera frame via Equa,t.ion 3.42. 
The nleasurement ina,trix is used to t,ransform the measurementl zSC into the body 
fra,me a,nd is given by Equation 3.43. 
Initialization: Notation for the one-sigma error variables used tso describe the 
initialization of t,he Kalman filt,er is provided in Table 3.1 a,nd the initial attitude 
error is defined by Equation 3.44 The initia,l filter st,at,e, xolo: the init'ial filt,er error 
c~va~riance, Po, t,he measurei~lent noise covariance, R, and the continuous process 
noise covariance, Qc, are given by Equations 3.45, 3.46, 3.47, and 3.48 respectively. 
Using this iinplementa,tion of t.he Ka,l~na,n filt'er, only the first ter111 of the Taylor 
expansion given in Equation 3.16 is nonzero so the discrete process noise covariance 
is given by Equation 3.49. 
Initial attitude uncertainty: CT~,  = 0. ldeg (3.44) 
Propagat ion,  Measurement,  a n d  Reset: The  propagation process occurs just 
as described in Equations 3.20 and 3.21 at a ratme q~iva~lent to the out$put of the 
IMU, which in this case is 100Hz. The measurement process proceeds as prescribed 
by Equations 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 at the star camera update rate, which is nominally one 
upda,te every five seconds. The reset equations require t'hat aodditional system level 
variables be defined t,o match tthe filter sta,te ~a~riables 412. These variables, ,bB, 
,sB , and ,mB, are init,ialized wit,h 3 x 1 vectors of zeros, and will &ore the cumulative 
effect of the errors used to correct the angular velocity values from the IMU. At each 
nleasurement /reset time the spst em level variables are updated via Equation 3.50. 
The angular velocity  measurement,^ from the IhlU are correctled using the system 
level variables as described in Equation 3.51. 
The asttjitude estimat'e is reset using filter stat.es 1-3, where tIhe current at,t,it,ude 
is transformed by the estimated a'ttitude error and used as the init,ial condition for a 
system level quat ernion integra,tion calculation (see Equation 3.52). A quasternion in- 
t!egrat,ion calculation employing Equadion 3.2 is required at t,he system level (exterior 
to the filt,er) because the IMU supplies only angular velocit'y measurements. The pro- 
cess of using the corrected a,tt,itude as an initial condition for q~at~ernion i t,egration 
works to accumulate the attitude error corrections in the system level description of 
t'he attitude. 
0 0 cos4f 0 - sin+? cos4: sin 4: 
= 0 s  s i n ]  [ 0 1 0 ] [-si;@ CO;~: H] (3.52) 
0 - sin4f cos@ sin+! 0 cos+f 
Once the system level variables are updated, the filter state is reset. Because a,ll 
of t,he filter states are used to reset system level variables, t(he matrix A2 in Equation 
3.25 is the 12 identity matrix, which resets the filter state t,o the initial condition 
given in Equation 3.45. 
Navigation results 
A simple trajectory is run in simulation to produce typical navigation system results. 
The true a'ngular velocity profile a,nd the associated quaternion values are illustrated 
in Figure 3-4. The error values used in t,he environment are provided in the Table 
3.7 along with the values the filter converged to by the end of t,he simple trajectory. 
Figure 3-5 displays the difference between the true and estimated quat'ernion values 
of the satellite attitude and the angular velocity error throughout the trajectory. 
Finally, Figure 3-6 presents the standard deviations of the attitude e~tima~tion errors, 
the values of which correspond to the square root of the first three diagonal elements 
of the filter's sta.te covariance matrix. 
Figure 3-4: The angular velocity and quaternion values of a simple t<rajectory used 
to produce na~iga~tion systeili results. 
Table 3.7: Navigat 
Error 
Bias: x 
z 
Misalignment: x 
ion Environment and Filt 
Environment I Filter 
3r Error Values 
Units 
deg/hr 
PPM 
micro-radians 
Figure 3-5: The angular velocity and q~at~ernion errors 
Figure 3-6: The standard deviation of the attitude e~tima~tion error (per axis) 
3.2.2 Predicted Translational State Data and Noise Model 
For t,he purposes of simulation, the true t'ranslationa,l st,a,t,es of t,he sa,t,ellit8es a,nd 
the object were generat,ed using Satellite Tool Kit. The covaria'nce of the satellite's 
translationaa stat,e prediction errors is det'ermined using the GPS errors 1ist)ed in Table 
3.1 via equation 3.53. The covaria,nce of t>he object is chosen t,o have large ~ncert'aint~ies 
in bot,ll posit,ion and velocity. The cova8ria,nce of the objecfs translational state is 
given in 3.54. Every t'irrle t,he navigation system receives a request for an initial 
translational st)a,te to propagat'e forward in t'ime, it randomly selects t'he initial sta,te 
according t,o the stat,istics provided by the estimat'ion error covariance. This method 
of selecting an error-prone initial stsate serves as the noise model used in simulation. 
The estimated initlial sta,te and t>he error covariance are then propa,gat,ed forward 
in t'ime using a simple gravit$at,ional model. For this experiment it is assumed that, 
the satellites a,nd t,he object are non-thrusting bodies, and the dynamics a,re only 
influenced by the force of gravity. 
The equation used t'o propatgate transla't,ional st,ates is provided in Equat,ion 3.55, 
where r is the position in an Earth centered inert,ia,l reference frame, v is the velocity 
in t,he same inertial frame, G is the gravit'ational c~nst~ant ,  a,nd A& is the mass of the 
Earth. 
The equation used to propa,gate the translational sta'te error can be derived from 
Equa,tion 3.55. Let x = F (x) represent Equation 3.55, then substitut'e x + 6x for x 
where 6x represents t'he error in estimate x. Retaining only the first order term of a 
Taylor series expansion yields Equa,tion 3.56. 
x + 6~ = F(x) + VFIk6x 
The error dyna'mics are t,hen described by Equa,tion 3.57. 
0 
where VFI* = [ -GM 
l le l13e (I - 3&&) '1 
Notice how t,lle error dyiianlics are a function of t,he time dependent varial~le r. 
By choosing a small enough time interval At so that V F l i  ca,il be a,pproxirnated by 
a const,ant matrix between times t and t + At the discrete state tra.nsition ma'trix, @, 
can be described by Equat,ion 3.58. 
The estimation error covariance ma,trix, P, can then be propaga,t,ed using t,he st'ate 
transition ma.t,rix via Equation 3.59 
It is acknowledged that very simple noise model is used t,o derive tran~lat'iona~l state 
predi~t~ions for the simulation. Within a rea'l system it is likely that an Extended 
Kalman filt,er would be used to combine measurements, resulting in refined initia'l 
state est,ima,tes. Furthermore, the initial state estimates would likely be entered 
int'o a rea1ist)ic orbit propagator that ca'n account for a non-uniform gravita,tional 
field, atmospheric drag, etc. Nevertheless, the method outlined above is sufficient for 
modeling objects in Keplarian orbits and over short durat.ions. Figure 3-7 illust.rates 
the error growth ass~cia~t~ed with predicting the future t'ranslational states of the 
satellite a,nd the object through the use of covariance propagat,ion. In Figure 3-7 t,he 
standard deviation with the la,rgest value of the three posit,ion components is selected 
for ea,ch plot. 
Figure 3-7: The translational error propa-@ion of the satellite a,nd the object tra,cked 
by the satellite. 
3.3 Controller 
A sinlple feedforward feedba,ck trajectory following contxoller is implemented to exe- 
cute t'he t'rajectory provided by t'he planner. The planner supplies feedforward torques 
tlo maneuver the ~at~ellit~e hrough tlhe plarlned tra j ect,ory. The feedforward torques 
are based upon an error-prone model of the ~at~ellite's dynamics which is interna'l t'o 
the planner. Wit,hout feedback corrections, the modeling errors contained wit,hin the 
feedforwa,rd torques would catuse a growing deviat,ion between the sat,ellit8e7s t'rajectory 
and t,he intended traject,ory. So to keep the satellite's trajectory closely matched to 
t'he planned trajectory. feedback corrections are derived froxu the difference bet,ween 
the rot a't iona,l st ate estimates provided by t,he navigation syst,em and the correspond- 
ing values in the planned t,rajectory. In t'his section a brief description of the controller 
is provided, followed by a deriva,tion of an asso~iat~ed Lyaponov function. A brief dis- 
cussion about errors a~sociat~ed with tJhe controller is also included and the sect'ion 
concludes with some result,s illustra'ting the controller's performance. 
The controller drives t,he sat'ellite along t,he planned t'rajectory through t'he use 
of feedback corrections. The control act,ions referenced in Equation 3.1 are specified 
by t'he cont,rol law provided in Equation 3.60. Note that wp represents t,he planned 
angular velocit'y of t,he body frame with respect t,o the inertial frame formula'ted in 
t,he body fra,me, qp represent,^ the pla,nned body to inertial sat'ellite attitude, and the 
subscripts v and s respectively denote the vect'or and sca,lar portions of a quaternion. 
M ( u ~ )  = &,B-, x J&,B-~ + JjP - kdJwe - kPJqe, qe, (3.60) 
where we = WP - &:-I 
and qe = qil 8 qL 
(3.61) 
Assuming the term &:-, x J&& successfully negates the term capturing the gy- 
roscopic moments in Equation 3.1, -w:-, x JwE-,, with negligible error and that 
moments applied to the satellite by environmental effects, M (vB) , are also negligible 
then t,he angular velocity error dynamics can be described by Equation 3.62. 
J = - kdJwe - kp JqeVqes 
where JG, = J~JZ-,  - J L I ~  
The error dynamics are used to prove the stability of the controller through the 
use of an associat,ed Lyaponov function. A suitable choice of Lyaponov function for 
this controller is given by Equation 3.63. 
The derivation of the time derivat!ive of the Lya,ponov function is given by Equation 
3.64. It can be seen t,hat the time deriwtive of the Lyaponov function is negative 
seii~i-definit e indicating that the tracking controller is globally a~ympt~otically st able. 
There are several sources of error within t,he coiitroller t,hat prevent it from per- 
fectly executing t,he planned trajectory. First, there may be mismodeled dynamics 
within the planner, which may include error prone estimates of hardware parame- 
t ers, misaligned and nonort hogona,l reference frames, and control actuator dynamics. 
These errors result in error prone feedforward control actions, which in Equation 3.60 
is represented by the t,erm Jwp. Secondly, the feedba,ck control actions are based upon 
error prone estimates of the systtem7s tat'e provided by the navigation function. The 
feedback control actions will work to drive the naviga,tion system's est,ima,t,e of the 
syst,em state t,oward t'he desired t,rajectory which may be different then driving the 
actual syst,e~n to t,he desired trajectory. 
A simple trajectory is developed in simulation to demonstrate the performance of 
the cont,roller. The planned angular velocity and attit'ude profile is shown in Figure 3- 
8. Noisy angular velocity and at'tit ude estimates provided by the navigation function 
atre illustrated in Figure 3-9. The true and estimated moment of inertia matrices are 
given in Equation 3.65. The control gains, kd and kp  are equal to 1 and 0.2 respectively. 
The simulation is init'iated with the angular velocity and quaternion errors given by 
Equation 3.66. The angular velocit'y and quaternion errors are presented in Figure 3- 
10. Finally, the feedforward, feedback, and total control torques are shown in Figure 
3-11. 
Figure 3-8: The planned t,rajectory 
Figure 3-9: The trajectory estimated by the navigations system 
Figure 3-10: The quaternion and angular velocity errors 
Figure 3-11: The feedforward, feedba,ck a'nd tot,al control torques 

Chapter 4 
Outer-loop Description 
The outer planning loop contains t.he two ma,in cont,ribut)ions of tshis thesis. The first 
~ontribut~ion resides in t,he implementation of t,he RRHC, a robust receding horizon 
planner. This task is accomplished through the use of the preplanner, which fa~ilit~ates 
closing the loop around an open-loop planning algorithm. Expectbed errors wit,h known 
bounded norms are used by t.he preplanner to produce const,ra,int definit'ions supplied 
to the planner to generate a, trajectory robust to t,hose errors. The first sectlion of t,he 
chapter will present the concept, of the prepla,nning funct,ion and describe t'he specific 
implementation used for t,his experiment,. The second ma'in contribution is found 
in t8he RSTP which is a new algorithm that extends the RRT concept to problems 
wit,h dynamic environments. The RSTP algorit,hm will be discussed in Section 2 and 
compared to Frazolli's algorithm, which was introduced in Chapter 2. Finally, the 
specific application of t,he new a,lgorit,hm will be presented. 
4.1 Preplanner 
The ~repla~nner is critical for closing the outer pla.nning loop around an open-loop 
planning algorithm. In a general sense, the preplanner is the set of calculations 
required to implement an open-loop planner as a robust receding horizon planner. 
Many approaches may be taken with a number of different open-loop planners to 
a~ccomplish t,his task. This section will present an approach and discuss a number of 
t,he issues t,hat must be considered when developing a preplanning function. 
4.1.1 Purposes and Elements of Preplanner 
The preplanner has two primary purposes; the first is to provide conditions for the 
stability of tshe outer, planning loop, and the second is t,o provide the planning func- 
t ion wit,h the input required to generat,e the receding horizon trajectory segments. 
The output of t,he preplanner is characterized by four elements which affect both the 
stability of t,he outer loop and t'he execution of the planning function. The planner 
out put elements include: constraint size definitions, function call times, initial plan- 
ning ~ondit~ions, alnd end-plan condit'ions. The con~t~raint, size definit,ions are required 
by t8he collision checking component of the planner niid are based on. ca.lculat,ioris t,hat 
ensure that the plaii will be robust to errors while also ensuring that t,he problem is 
not, t,oo tightly constxained. The function call times are t,he times at which the pre- 
planning and planning functions are called to generate t1he next t,raject,ory segment. 
The initial plarining conditions est,ablish the root of t'he seaarch tree to be generat'ed 
by the planner. Lastly. the end-plan conditions define the circumst~a,ilces under which 
t,he planner tterminatses and returns a. new tra'je~t~ory. 
Different, initial planning and end-plan condit,ions are required by different types 
of problems. A tsranckiilg problem may not have a specific end goa,l, but, o~ily the 
requirement t,hat the constraints of the problem are safisfied for a certain amount 
of time. On the other hand, goal-oriented problems require the vehicle to obta,in a 
configura,t,ion at the end of the planned traject,ory without strict requirements 
on the time t.ha,t the goal configuration is a,chieved. Intaercept problems demand that 
the c~rifigura~t~ion of the vehicle at a given time ma,t,ch the time-varying config~ra~t~ion 
of t'he goal. 
4.1.2 Stability Considerations for Outer, Planning Loop 
Projecting Initial Conditions 
The init'ial planning condit~ions usually consist of an initial stat'e a,nd t,ime. Wit'hin t'he 
receding horizon implement,ast.ion the initial state a,nd time sent to t,he planner must 
be the projected state and time of the vehicle atl some point in the future beyond the 
time it takes for the planner t'o compute a solution. For exa,mple, if t'he planner takes 
10 seconds to generate a pla8ii, then the initial pla,rining time must be a time beyond 
10 secoilds, and the initia,l stlate must correspond to the projected vehicle state at 
that fut,ure t-ime. In this way the coniputed plan is ready when t,he vehicle arrives at 
or nea,r tthe initial state used in the planner. 
Determination of End-Plan Conditions 
A method of determining end-plan c~ndit~ions must be devised such that a series of 
trajectory segments will maneuver the vehicle or system to t-he goal statme or configura,- 
tion. For the t'racking problem, because the goal is not a specific state or configuration 
but only a span of time for which a feasible path must be generated, a valid t,rajectory 
segment consists of a branch of t,he sea,rch tree t,hat extends to t,he end-plan time. In 
order t-o prevent t'he receding horizon planner from providing a trajectory segment, 
t,hat leaads to an ent,rapment behind  constraint.^, a pla*n can be attempt'ed to t,he final 
goal with the understanding that only the init,ia.l segment of the solution is robust 
to errors and uncertainties. Only t,he robust (finite-time) portion of the trajectory 
is used to drive the system, while t'he rema,inder of the trajectory (infinitme time) is 
calculated tlo guarantee the stability of the solution. This approach willbe referred 
to as the infinite horizon approa.ch, and is similar to some approaches taken in model 
predictive control (MPC), such as the MPC and Control Lyua,punov function metlh- 
ods of Hauser and Jadbabaie [24] or the full horizon MPC approach discussed in [43]. 
For t,he infinit,e. llorizon a:pproach. t,he end-pla,n condit.ions passed tjo the planner will 
always be the final goal. 
The infinite horizon appr~a~ch for constru~t~iilg trajectory segments has two addi- 
tional benefits besides preventing t.he generation of segments that become ei~t~rapped 
by const ra,int.s. For goal-orient ed a,nd int,ercept problems, infinit'e hor izoii planners 
are comp1et.e. Additionally. if for some reason t,he planner is unable to generate a ro- 
bust trajectory a,fter an initial trajectory segment has been generated, t he remaining 
open-loop plan is always available as a fall back option. 
Correlation of Constraint Boundaries and Error Growth 
A dist,inction can be made bet,ween trhe future span of time for which the planner 
generates a trajectory segment, and the time in which t,he system executes t,he planned 
tmrajectJory. The former is referred to a,s prediction time and the latter is referred to as 
execution time. Many robotic vehicles are built with sensors which inhibit the growtth 
of uncertainty in t,he vehicle's st;ate by taking measureinent,~ throughout the execution 
time. These sensor updates allow the vehicle to closely track a planned trajectory. 
However, t,he ii~format~ion from t,hese updates is not available t,o the planner because 
the sensor updates do not occur until a,ft,er the formation of the plan. So in prediction 
time, the uncertainty in t'he vehicle's stat,e will inevitably increase. For problems that 
require a plan that is robust to errors and uncertainty that grow in predict,ion time, the 
constraint boundary definit$ions a$nd t,he planning time horizon will be correla,t*ed. The 
constraint boundaries must be enlarged to handle the effect of t,he errors at the time 
the errors are largest,, which for errors that grow in predictmion time occurs at the end 
of the planning time horizon. If t.he planning time horizon is far in t,he future or t8he 
errors grow very quickly in prediction time, then the constraint boundary enlargement 
will quickly absorb the existing free-space. In order to prevent the planning problem 
from becoming too t$ightly constrained, asn upper bound should be established on 
the degree to which t'he constxaints are enlarged. This upper bound on constraint 
boundary enlargement subsequently sets an upper bound on t,he pla,nning horizon 
t,ime. 
The funct'ion call times are established to ensure that adequate planning t,ime 
is reserved for the comput,ation of the next trajectory segment. Because random- 
ized trajectory planners cannot guarantee the convergence t>o a solution within a set' 
amount of t'ime, the time allowed for generat,ing a trajectory segment must be es- 
tablished t,hrough a stmatistical measure of ~omputa~tion times. From Monte Carlo 
simulation runs, in which a large number of trajectory segments are generated under 
many different simulat,ed conditions and corresponding c~mput~ation times recorded, 
one ca,n experimentally determine a computation time that will capture a high per- 
centage of the sa,mple simulation runs. If the sample of simulat.ion runs is diverse 
enough, t.he percentage of runs successfully resulting in a trajectory segment within 
the cornputfation t,ime chosen can be considered the algorithms reliability for the allot- 
ted comput atmion time. In the end, the choice of computation run time and algorithm 
reliability is problem specific and must be resolved as a function of the problem and 
domain. 
Minimum Trajectory Segment Time 
In order to ensure the stability of t,he outer planning loop: t.he allotted computa8tliori 
t,ime must not exceed fhe t'ime spanned by a traject.ory segment.. In other words: 
the current plan must extend fa,r enough i1it.o the future t,o allow a new plan t.o be 
generated. This ~t~ability requirement e~t~ablishes a ceiling on the function call time. 
The planner must begin planning no later tha,n tEos -tcOmp: where t,,, is t,he allott,ed 
computaat,ion time and tEos is the time at which the current traject,ory segment ends. 
Furthermore, the tjrajectlory to be planned must not end before tEos + tcomp. 
The preplanner niay run cases where, either because of rapid error growth or 
long computation times, a robust t'rajectory segment that spa,ns t, he comput atioil 
time cannot be computed wit,hout. imposing constraint boundaries that dominate 
the free-space. In these cases, conipromises must be made in order to generate a 
robust plan. One approach would be to drop any nonessent,ial constraints from the 
problem, thereby opening up the free-spa,ce. Anot'her approa,ch would be to exammine 
the algorithm to find ways of speeding up the convergence to a solut,ion. For exa,mple, 
if a smoothing function is used i11 conjunction witsh t'he planning f~nct~ion, then t,he 
call t,o the smoot,hing function may be omit,t:ed and the computation time of the 
smoothing function saved. Although, if neither option is availa,ble? then a robust pla,n 
may have t,o be forfeited. 
Function Call Times 
It is understood that the navigation system is ~ont~inuously providing t,he most accu- 
rate system and environment information Formulating a plan earlier t,ha,n 
necessary, would mean tLhat the latest navigation information would not be used in 
the generation of the plan. In ot,her words, t,he propa,gation time, and the associated 
error growth begin at the time the function is called, so the function should be called 
witsh only enough time t80 finish computations before executing the plan. This point 
is illustrated in Figure 4-1 where t f ,  is the time of the function call, tBop is the time 
that marks the initial point of plan execution, a,nd tEop is the time that marks the 
end of the engagement. 
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Figure 4-1: A timeline illustrating function call, prediction, and execution times. 
Smooth Boundary Transitions 
When constraint boundary definitions are based on error-prone est,imat,es that are 
updated for each planning segment, there must be a smooth transition from tlhe old 
set of boundary definitions to t'he updated definitions. This point is best illustrated 
by an example. Figure 4-2 was developed by running the tlhird engagement scenario in 
simulation. The thick dot'ted line represents the txue angle between t,he line-of-sight, 
vector to the object and t,he primary camera bore-sight vector, while the thin solid 
line represents the angle between the anticipated line-of-sight vector to the object 
and the primary camera bore-sight vect,or. A step in t'he thin solid line occurs at 
the times when a new plan is formulated (approximat,ely 70 and 170 seconds). The 
step is crea,ted when the primary constraint boundary is redefined using updat,ed 
translational state data. The step transition of the boundary constraints from one 
planning segment to the next could cause an infeasible st'arting point for one of the 
planning segments, and ult ima,t ely a breakdown of the planning function. Because 
the constraint boundary definitions are genera,ted before the plan is developed, t,he 
problem is easily 01-rrcome by making the transition from the old constraint boundary 
definitions to the new constraint, boundary definitions smooth. The transition must 
be gradual enough that the system can dynamically adjust to the new c~nstra~int 
boundaries should the system reside near an artificial constraint bounda,ry art the 
beginning of a new planning segment. In order to make the transition smoot,h in 
simulation, t-he first five seconds of the const'ra,int boundaries for each planned segment 
are the result of a weighted interpolation between t,he old const,raint boundary and 
the new constraint boundary. 
Target lnclusron Constrafnt 
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Figure 4-2: Primary camera c~nst~raint satisfaction for Scenario 3. 
Summary 
To summarize, tlhe preplanniiig function essentially bridges t,he gap between informa- 
tion supplied by tthe navigat;ion system and the planning function. The informat,ion 
about the system and the environment is used to compute t'lie init,ial planning con- 
ditions, end-plan conditions, and constrra,irit boundary definit8ioiis required by t,he 
planning function. Furthermore, the function ca'll t>imes, constraint boundary defi- 
nitions a'nd end-pla'n conditions are chosen to facilita,t,e blie stable execution of the 
out,er planning loop. 
4.1.3 Application of Preplanner 
As discussed in the previous section, the preplanner must identify the constraint' 
size definitions, the function call times, the irlit ial planning conditions and the end- 
plan conditions. For t,he preplanner implementled in this experiment, constraint size 
definit'ions are made for the st,ar camera constraints, t,he communications a,ntenna, 
constraint, and the primary camera constraint. This section presents t'he approa,ch 
used to generate constraint size definitions aad explains t'he initial planning and end- 
plan condit,ions used. Because t'he implemented preplanning and planning functions 
are not optimized for the short'est comput at,ion times, fuiiction call times for t,his 
experiment are based upon simulated computation t,imes. 
Constraint Size Definitions 
Recall that a plan is made robust t,o errors by artificially enlarging the boundaries of 
the constraints beyond the effect of t,he errors will have 011 the output of the system. 
In order to determine the degree of artificial constraint boundary enlargement, a 
preplanning function uses error statistics and system parameters to estimate t,he upper 
bound of the effect of the errors on the output of the system. The upper bound of 
some error sources may be analytically calculated; however, often the complexity 
of the system precludes a tractamble analytic solution. If an analytic solut'ion is not 
available, the upper bound of an error source can be estinlat,ed via the use of results 
from a linearized covariance analysis or Monte Carlo simulation. 
Within the simulated OTE system there are two main errors for which upper 
bounds will be estimated by a preplanning function. The two error sources are point- 
ing errors generated when propagating estimated tra'jectories that define constraint 
boundaries (propagation error); and pointing errors caused by a ~ont~roller xecuting 
with error prone navigation informat'ion and mismodeled dynamics (controller error). 
An upper bound on controller error is determined empirically, while t,he upper bound 
on propagation error is estimated by t'he results of a linearized covariance analysis. 
The preplanner implemented in this experiment sets a maximum constraint en- 
largement to 1 degree in order to prevent the result'ing pa,th planning problems to 
be too tightly constrained. The preplanner calculates the sum of the pointing errors 
generated by the different sources and determines the t,ime when t,he cumulative effect 
of the pointing errors exceeds the maximum constraint enlargement value, which is 
referred t,o as the cutoff time. The cut.off t,inle ma,rks the end of t,he next robust t,ra- 
jectory pla,nning segment. The next funct,ioil ca'll t,irne is determined by subtractling 
the ~omput~ation time from t'he cutoff time. 
Controller Error Calibration 
The two main contributing factors to controller error include the error-prone feedback 
signal from the naviga,t,ion system and rnismodeled dynamics wit'hin the planning 
funct'ion. The nominal torque va,lues produced by t,he planning function are used 
in the feedforward, feed-back controller described in Section 3.3. Estiina,ted angulah 
velocities a,re used t,o bot,h provide feedback on the reference values provided by the 
planner and t'o calculate the torques required to cancel the gyroscopic moments as 
described in Equation 3.60. As a result, the performance of the controller is dependent 
upon t!he quality of the naviga,tion est'imate of the satellite's rotational st,ate. The 
navigat,ion estimate is most affected by the update ra,te of the star camera, so the 
controller's performance is calibrated using several different star camera update rates 
in the navigation function; namely, 0.5Hz, 0.2Hz, and O.1Hz. 
The effect of mismodeled dynamics is captured by using an error prone moment' 
of inertia matrix. Errors in the measured moment of inertia values result in cont,roller 
error for two reasons: one, the estimate of the moment of inertia is used tlo cancel out 
gyroscopic forces as described in Equat,ion 3.60, and two, the execution of feedforward 
torque va,lues will not result in the angular velocities ant'icipated by t,he planner. To 
introduce error into the moment of inert,ia matrix, values of the moment of inertia, 
matrix are chosen randomly from a normal dist'ribution where the true value is used 
as the mean a,nd the variance is set, to a maximum of 1% of t'he true value. 
The controller error is determined empirically though the analysis of a set of sim- 
ulated test cases. For each test case, a trajectory is generated at random to contain 
angular velocities and accelerations that approach t,he limit of the satellite's capabil- 
ities. Each trajectory is then executed several times over with various combinations 
of moment-of-inertia estimates and star camera updatle rates. If the controller oper- 
ates perfectly, using perfect navigation information and a model perfectly matching 
the environment, then the rota,tional trajectory taken by the satellite would exactly 
match the reference trajectory fed into the controller. Therefore, the quaternion val- 
ues mapping out the reference trajectory are regarded as the true values, while the 
quaternions returned by the simulated satellite attitude dynamics acting under the 
control law specified in Section 3.3 are regarded as error prone values. The vector 
representing the bore-sight of the primary camera in the body frame is transformed 
by both the body-to-inertial quaternion values in the reference trajectory and the 
quaternion values produced by the simulated satellite dynamics which represent the 
true satellite attitude. The difference between t,he two different inertial representa- 
tions of t'he same vector is used as a measure of the controller error. Equation 4.1 
presents the calculation used to determine the c~nt~roller rror, where q,,f is the refer- 
ence body to inertial quaternion supplied to the controller, q i  represents the actual 
attitude of the satellite after the control actions have been applied to the system, 
Bupc represents the pointing error induced by the controller, and v, represents the 
bore-sight vector of t'he primary ca,mera,. Figure 4-3 illust,rates the point'ing error for 
a series of t,est ca,ses. The controller error does not t'end to grow in t'ime and based 
upon tlhe result's, a c,onst,ant upper bound can be set att 0.07 degrees. 
Figure 4-3: The ma,gnit,ude of tlhe pointing error induced by cont,roller errors. 
Translational State Propagation Error Calibration 
While the controller error  prevent,^ the plan from being perfect'ly executed, the propa- 
gation errors prevent the formulation of a perfect plan. The constraint boundaries for 
the a,ttit.ude trajectory planning problem are defined by the propagated t*ranslat,iona,l 
position of the satellites and the object. If the constraint boundaries formed wit'hin 
the plan do not match the actual constraint boundaries then a constraint violation 
could occur. Therefore, the effect of the propagation errors must also be folded into 
the constra'int size definitions in order to constx-uct a robust p1a.n. 
The constraint definit.ions for the star camera are formed by using the propa- 
ga,ted translational state of the satellite and the ephemerides of t,he Sun, Earth and 
Moon. At discrete intervals along t,he projected path the position of the sat.ellit,e is 
subtxact-ed from the position of the Sun, Earth, and Moon. The resulting vectors 
are normalized to provide exclusion cone defining vectors. Becamuse some error exists 
in the propagated t,ransla,tiona81 sta,te of the satellite, t,here will be some error in the 
resulting exclusion cone defining vectors; however, because the size of the propa8ga8ted 
st'a,t,e error is extlremely sma,ll compared tlo tihe distances between the sa,tellit,e, a,nd 
the Sun, Earth, a,nd Moon, tJhe error in the exclusioii cone defining vect'ors can be 
safely neglect,ed in t,his experiment. 
The constraint definitions for the communica~tions antenna are formed by using the 
propagated translational stat,es of the sa,tellit$es. To form t,he constra,int definitions 
of the first satellite's communica~tions antenna', the position of the first satellite is 
subtracted from t,he position of the second satellit,e at discrete intervals along t,he 
propagated paths of the ~at~ellites. The resulting vect.ors are normalized to be used 
as exclusion cone defining vectors. Exclusion cone defining vector errors induced by 
errors in t,he pr~paga~ted translational stat,es of the satellites may become sizable if the 
plan extends far into the future; however, for the time scales used in this experiment, 
the communications antenna exclusion cone errors are insignificant, and tlherefore 
i~eglect~ed. 
The inclusion cone defining vector for the primary camera is generat,ed by sub- 
tra,cting the propagated translational state of the satellite from the propagated t,rans- 
lat iona'l st ate of the object and normalizing the resulting vector. Uncertainties in 
bot,h the propaga'ted satellite posittion and t'he object's propagated posit'ion genera.te 
a significant amount of error in the inclusion cone defining vector. An upper bound 
t'o t'he error associated with the inclusion cone defining vector is estimated by propa- 
gating the covariance of the estimation errors supplied by the Navigation system via 
Equation 3.59. The square root of each of the first t,hree diagonal elements of tlhe 
satellite's (object's) translational st ate covariance matrix provides the standard devi- 
a,tions of the satellite's (object's) position. To obtain a conservative est,imate on t'he 
maximum deviation of the satellite (object) from its estimated position, the la,rgest 
st,andard deviation among the three axes is selected and multiplied by three. The 
resulting value is referred to as the probable error radius. The maximum pointing 
error in the unit vector pointing from the sat,ellite to the object is ca,lculated using 
t-he probable error radius of the satellite, r ,  and the target', R. In Figure 4-4 it can be 
seen tha,t the maximum point,ing error, a, can be computed from simple geometric re- 
lationships. The shaded circles represent the probable error radius of the sa,t,ellit,e and 
tlhe object. Equation 4.2 provides the approximat'e va,lue of the propagation pointing 
error. Finally, Figure 4-5 displays the propagation error growth in time using the 
initial satellite covaria,nce &nd object covaria'nce provided in Equations 3.53 and 3.54. 
For simulation purposes the translational state covariance of both the sate1lit.e and 
the object are modeled as constant values. In a real system, it is expected that sensor 
measurements and error filtering will work to refine the translational state estimates, 
thereby decreasing the covariance values and allowing for longer robust trajectory 
segments. Whenever statistical information is estimated onboard the vehicle for error 
sources that impact motion planning, that information should be used in place of cal- 
ibration data developed from Monte Carlo simulation. The real-time statistical data 
is pertinent to the specific motion planning problem encountered and may provide a 
Figure 4-4: The geometric relat,ionship used to ca,lculatled the pointing error induced 
by translational sta,te propagatmion errors. 
Figure 4-5: The growth of propagation errors in time. 
lower upper-bound on the impact of the error than the analysis of challenging test 
cases. 
Preplanner Summary 
To review, the preplanner uses a combination of error source statistical data provided 
by the navigation system and error calibration datla to arrive at a robust planning time 
horizon based on the maximum allowable constraint enlargement. The inputs to the 
preplanner implemented for this experiment include the current function call time, the 
time at  which the next trajectory segment must begin, the error calibration data, the 
estimated transla.tion st ate and estimation error covariance for the satellites and the 
object, and the maximum allowamble degree of constraint enlargement. Using the error 
data and the maximum degree of constraint enlargement, the preplanner calculajt,es 
the robust horizon cut off t irne. The preplanner then propagates the satellites' and 
object's positions forward in time until the end of the next planning horizon, which for 
t,he h31PC inspired approach is the end of the engagement). Constlraint bouiidaries are 
formulated based upon t,he propagatled translational st,ates and t'he maxilnuin degree 
of constraint boundary enlargement,. The next function ca-11 time is calculated by 
subtracting the expect,ed computation t,ime from the robust horizon cutoff t'ime. The 
function call t'ime is used to trigger the prelanner when it is time t,o begin computing 
the next segment of the plan. The init,ial planning condit'ions are simply the planned 
state of the vehicle att the end of the last robust t,rajectory segment calculated. For 
tracking problems like OTE, t'he end-plan condit'ion ca,n simply be set t)o a time far 
enough in the future to generatie a plan that is unlikely to become ent>rapped by 
obst,acles, but not so far tlhat computation time becomes a fafctmor. The preplanner 
out,puts the c~nst~raint bounda,ry definitions, the init ia,l pla,nning conditions? t'he end- 
plan conditions, and the next function call t'ime. 
4.2 Planner 
The planning function is responsible for generating a plan based upon the initial 
plan condit,ions, tlhe end-plan conditions, and the constraint boundady definit,ions 
supplied by the preplanner. Any open-loop planning algorithm capable of genera,ting 
a timely feasible plan for the system within its environment will work. Two planning 
algorithms s~ i t~able  for the satellite attitude guidance problem were introduced in 
Chapt,er 2; namely, Hsu's algorit'hm and Frazzoli's algorit,hm. The RSTP) a third 
a,nd new algorithm that expands on the RRT is presented in this section. When an 
open-loop planner is incorporated into the guidance loop to solve receding horizon 
problems, the option exists to extend a t,rajectory segment plan beyond the robust 
horizon time. Issues concerning the use of these extended portions of the segment 
plan as a warm start for the following trajectory segment are presented in the first. 
portion of this section, while the second portion of t,his section is reserved for t'lle 
explanation of t,he RSTP algorithm. 
4.2.1 Receding Horizon Warm Start 
There are different approaches that to implementing an open-loop planner as a re- 
ceding horizon planner. One approach is to set the planning horizon equal the robustl 
horizon time and genera,t,e a new tree every time the planning function is called. A 
second and more favorable a,pproach would be to extend the planning horizon beyond 
the robust horizon time, and use the extended portions of the tree as a warm start 
for developing the next robust trajectory segment. The warm sta,rt option works to 
speed up the convergence of the planner because a large component of the extended 
portion of t'he plan may be feasible in t,he development of the next robust trajectory 
segment. 
The warm start option may be &pproached one of two ways. Either the solution 
of one trajectory segment may be saved, or the entire tree may be saved and used 
as part of t'he warm start process. Saving and using the only the solution provides 
the trunk of the new search tree, a single branch of the new search tree extending 
from t<he root, or initial planning condition. When t,lle pla,nner is called t'o genera,te 
a tlraject,ory segment), it first recalls the solution 60 tjhe previous pla,n and checks tjo 
see which portions of the previous solution are fea'sible wit8hiu the new planning times 
and upda,t,ed const,raint boundary definit,ions. The pla,nner then uses the fea,sible 
portions of the old solut,ion 8,s t,he base of a new search t,ree aimed at generating 
t,he new segment. On the other hand, if the ent,ire t,ree is saved, t.he new tlree could 
sta,rt with several bra,nrlies already in p1ac.e. All branches that a,ttlacll t*o the previous 
solut,ion before t'he initial planning time of t,he new segment a,re deleted before the 
t,ree is checked a,gainst t:he new pla,nning conditions and constra,ints. In t,his way, 
only t,he branches tha,t stein from the previous solution after t'he new initia,l planning 
time are ret'ained to be checked against the new  constraint,^. After checking the old 
tree a,ga,inst the new const,ra,int,s, only the feasible portions t.hat attach to the initial 
planning conditions are saved. R.efer t,o figure 4-6 for an illust,ra,tion of a search t,ree 
tlmt ha,s been generat'ed from an initial set of conditions t'o an end goal with a robust, 
planning horizon. The da'shed markings highlight tlhe path selected for t,he robust 
horizon, while the portions of tlhe tree t,hat will be used as a, warm st'art for the 
next planning segment are shown in solid bla,ck. The remainder of the search tree 
serves no purpose and is deleted. Once the warm start process is finished, the open- 
loop planning algorithm is initiated wit,h either the initial planning condit'ions, or the 
beginnings of a search tree in place. 
t 
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Figure 4-6: Tree used to provide t,he current trajectory segment and a warm stlart 
option for the following segment. 
4.2.2 Randomized Spacetime Trajectory Planner 
Recall that the success of the RRT algorithm was based upon its ability to rapidly 
and uniformly explore the free-spajce of a problem with static obstacles. The rapid, 
uniform exploration of t'he configuration space was accomplished by choosing random 
configurations to draw the exploration of a search tree toward unexplored regions of 
the configuration space. It was acknowledged in [22]  that motion planning problems 
i11 dynamic environments extends the problem an additional dimension to include 
time, so the motion planning problem is approached by searching the configuration- 
x -t ime space. The natural extension of the RRT to dynamic environments is to use 
random configuration-x-time points to draw tlhe exploration of a search t'ree into a 
uniform coverage of the configuration-x-time space. The difficulty with extending 
t,he RRT in this way lies in the definit,ion of a metric used to measure distlance or 
contxol effort in configuration-x-time space. In order to circumvent. this difficulty, 
Hsu's algorithm explores the configurat,ion-x-time space by choosing a node of the 
tree at random according to a sampling strategy that divides the configuration- x-t,ime 
space into bins. From the selected node, Hsu's alg~rit~hm applies a random control 
input tlo extend. Using a different strategy, Frazzoli's algorithm at,tempts to explore 
the configuration-x-time space by choosing a random configuration from a uniform 
distribution and attempt'ing to connect the random configuration to every node in 
the tree until a connection is successfully made. Both Frazzoli's and Hsu's algorithms 
work to extend the RRT algorithm to problems with dynamics environments; however, 
neither algorithm uses random point,s in configuration-x-time space to guarantee a 
search tree that uniformly explores the space of the problem. 
Both Hsu's algorithm and Frazzoli's alg~rit~hm cla,im probabilistic completeness 
under a reasonable set of conditions; although, a notable condition exists on the 
probabilistic completeness of Frazzoli's algorithm. Frazzoli's algorithm is probabilis- 
tically complete if t,he original problem is x, reachable, meaning that if the goal can 
be obtained through a series of rest to rest maneuvers constructed using the control 
policy .rr,, then the algorit,hm will find a feasible pa,th. However, the rest to rest 
maneuvers generated by .rr, may only represent a subset of all the maneuvers the 
vehicle is capable of executing. Therefore in some problems the vehicle will have the 
capability of obtaining t,he goal; however, the planning algorithm will not successfully 
produce a feasible path. In order for an algorithm to be probabilistically complete 
without the .rr, reachability condition, the basis of maneuvers selected for growing the 
tree must span the entire maneuver space. 
Therefore, an ideal extension of the RRT algorithm to problems with moving ob- 
stacles would uniformly explore the configuration- x-time space through the selection 
of random configuration- x-time points, while employing maneuvers from a basis that 
spans the entire maneuver space. Two ma,jor obstacles stand in the way of imple- 
menting this ideal extension of the RRT algorithm. The first obstacle is determining 
a metric thak can be used to select nodes in the tree for expansion toward randomly 
selected configuration- x -time points. The second obstacle is developing a cont,rol 
st,rategy to connect a node in the tree, to a given configurat,ion- x-time point, while 
drawing from a maneuver basis that spans the maneuver space. Neither obstacle is 
easily overcome for general application to any given system. However, the following 
algorithm is presented with the hope that the conceptual aspects may be generally 
applied, while the specific details are developed only for fully actuated, fully separable 
systems, where the dynamics in each dimension can be described independently from 
t'he dyna,mics in the other dimensions. 
Analogy to Spacetime Physics 
Before going into the details of t1he RSTP, the notion of the spa8cetlime dia'gram must' 
be introduced. The spacetime diagram is oftten used t'o i l l~st~rate ,he concepts of 
Lorentz geometry and tahe fundamental  precept,^ of Specia,l Relativit'y [48]. A typical 
spacetime diagram displays a spatial dimension along the a,bscissa and the temporal 
dimension along the ordina,t,e.   here are several important differences between a dia- 
gra,m of Euclidean space and a spacetime diagram so in order to maintain a cognitive 
separa,t,ion of parallel concepts some basic t'erms from relativit'y theory a,re defined. 
In Euclidian geometry a point is denoted by a set of coordinates; on a spacet,ime dia- 
gram, a set of coordinat'es denot,es a,n event. Secondly, the invariant interval between 
two pointas in Euclidean space is called the distance between the points, where the in- 
varia,nt interval between two events is referred tlo a,s the spacetime interval. Equation 
4.3 compares the equat,ions defining distlance, d and the spacetime interval, s ,  where c 
is used to represent the speed of light. Third, a line denoting the location of an object 
at different times in Euclidean space is called a path, while the same line plotted on a 
spacetime diagra,m is referred tlo as a worldline. The cumulative sum of the distances 
bet'ween con~ecut~ive point,s on a line is known as the length of the line, while on a 
spacetime diagram, the cumulative sum of the intervals between events on a world 
line is referred to as the proper time of the world line [48]. Figure 4-7 compares the 
concepts just introduced on a Euclidian graph and a spacet,ime diagram. 
Notice how the distance between two different points will always be positive, while 
the squared spacetime interval between two different events could be positive, nega- 
tive, or zero. Recall that the spacetime interval was described as an invariant interval, 
meaning that spacetime interval between two events will be the same regardless of the 
inertial reference frame chosen to describe the events. The spacetlime interval can be 
broken down into three classifications based upon the sign of the squared spacetime 
interval. If the squared interval is positive, it is known as timelike, if the squared 
interval is zero it is referred to as lightlike, and if the squared interval is negative then 
it is called spacelike. If a spacetime interval between two events is lightlike, it can be 
seen that only something moving wit)h the speed of light is able to connect the two 
events. It follows then t)hat two events that are spacelike are completely independent 
of one another in that no cause and effect relationship can exist between the t>wo 
events because no information or physical object can travel faster than the speed 
of light. Therefore, two events can share a cause and effect relationship only if the 
spacetime interval between t,hem is timelike [45]. 
Starting from the different classifications of the spacetime interval, conditions for 
defining whether or not an event is reachable for a vehicle with a particular position 
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Figure 4-7: The parallels of Euclidean geometry and Lorentz geometry. 
and velocity (state) at a particular time can be derived within t'he spacetime context. 
In order for a vehicle to move from its current configuration, or initial event', tso 
another specified configuration and time, or final event, the two events must share 
a cause and effect relationship, which is the connection of the events via the world 
line of the vehicle. This notion suggests that a necessary condition for establishing 
the reachability of a randomly chosen event from the state of a vehicle at a specified 
time is that the random event and the event defined by the vehicle's state share a 
timelike interval. The sufficient condition required to assert t ha,t a randomly chosen 
event is reachable from the vehicle's state at a particular time, is that the vehicle 
must be able, through a series of allowable control actions, to produce a world line 
t,hat connects the event defined by the vehicle's initial st ate and time to the randomly 
chosen event. 
Reachable Events 
To show how the reachable set of events can be defined for a vehicle with a particular 
position and velocity, an example is provided for a particle confined to movement in 
one dimension with velocity and acceleration constraints. Consider a particle, p, that 
is confined to travel along the x axis with an initial position at the origin and an 
inittial velocity equal to 0. Assume also that the particle is confined to accelerations 
between -a and +a, and velocities bet,ween -v and +v. The border of reachable 
events along the positive x axis is found by employing the maximum acceleration 
until the maximum velocity is achieved. A similar border of reachable events is 
established along the negative x axis by choosing the most negat,ive acceleration and 
velocity that the vehicle is capable of executing. Let the world lines established by 
executing the vehicle's maximum traveling capability in either direction be known 
ass maximum capability world lines. A randomly chosen event is reachable by the 
part,icle if t,he t)emporal conlponent of the random event is la,rger t'han the tlempora,l 
component of t,he event on the maximum ~a~pability world line tha,t corresponds tlo t,he 
spa,tial component of t,he randoin event,. On the spacet'ime diagram, the rea,chable setl 
corresponds to all events on or a-bove the maximum ca,pa,bility world lines (See Figure 
4-8). The same definit3on of t,he reachable space applies t'o the part'icle if it has a,n 
initlial velocit'y. However, not,ice if the initial velocit'y is positive? t,hen the rea,cha,ble 
set of event,s wit,h positive spa,tial  component)^ will be larger than t,he rea,chable set 
with negative spa,tial c~mponent~s and vice versa (See Figure 4-8). 
Figure 4-8: The reachable space (shaded) for a static vehicle at the origin (A) and 
for a vehicle with a,n initial velocity (B). 
In order to ext,end the RRT algorit,hm to problems with moving obsta,cles. the 
RSTP uses randomly selected events to draw a search t'ree into unexplored, reachable 
regions of spacetime. In using randomly selected events t,o expand a search tree it is 
important to be able t,o define the reachable set of events from a particular vehicle 
state and time beca,use unlike the RRT or Frazzoli's algorithm where in the obstacle 
free case random configurations can be achieved from any node, the RSTP chooses 
random events that may not be rea'chable from any node even without obstacles to 
block the at tempt to connect events. Addit ionally, the concept of reachability suggests 
that when selecting random events t,o expand a search tree, the random event should 
be rea'chable (under the obstacle free assumption) by at least one node in the tree 
and t-hat only the nodes that cont'ain the random event within their rea,cha,ble space 
should be considered for expansion. 
Metric and Expansion of Tree 
A set of baseline maneuvers is chosen for two purposes; one, to serve as a metric for 
selecting a node to expand from the tree, and two. to serve as a control stxategy that 
will connect a randomly chosen event to the search tree. There are two requirements 
placed upon the set of baseline maneuvers. The first requirement is that the entire 
maneuver space must be spanned by the stacking of baseline maneuvers. When an 
initial basdine ma(rle1iver is selected, a second baseline maneuver is stacked upon tlhe 
first when the second maneuver is performed a'ny time after the process of executing 
the first maneuver is initia)t,ed. Successive maneuvers can be stacked upon one another 
such t,hat the system begins tlo execut,e the first part of the first baseline maneuver, 
t,hen switches into t,he first part of the second baseline ma,neuver, and before the 
second baseline ma,neuver is completed, the system once again switches intlo the t'hird 
baseline maneuver. The second requirement placed upon the set of baseline maneuvers 
is that given the sta,t'e of the vehicle and a reachable, randomly selected event,, a finit,e 
series of baseline maneuvers can be chosen to produce an executa,ble world line that 
connects t,he event defined by t,he initial vehicle st'ate to the randomly selected event. 
Node Selection 
In addition to acting as a control strra.tegy to connect a randomly select'ed event to 
the t,ree, t,he baseline maneuvers acre used as a metxic for expanding tshe tree. Before 
t'he metric is described, the concept of a resultant world line must be defined. When 
a baseline ma,neulTer is applied to a given node the world line ext,ending from the 
node will be referred to as the resultant world line. Now, to choose a node in the tree 
for expansion, a random baseline maneuver (or maneuvers) is selected along with a 
random event. The selection of a node is accomplished by comparing the baseline 
maneuver required to connect the node to the random event wit'h the ra,ndomly se- 
lected baseline maneuver. The node where this comparison results in the smallest 
difference is chosen for expansion, and the baseline maneuver that will successfully 
connect the node to the random event is selected as the means of expansion. In this 
way, the metric is based upon the vehicle's control effort and the search tree uniformly 
explores the reachable spacetime while also encouraging a uniform exploration of the 
maneuver space. 
RSTP Algorithm Description 
The structure of the RSTP is very similar to the RRT algorithm. Like the RRT 
algorithm, RSTP is built upon 6 chief components: the configuration space, the state 
space, the boundary conditions, a set of baseline maneuvers, an incremental simulator, 
and a collision detector. The configuration space captures the essence of the position 
of t'he vehicle or system. The state space contains the configura'tion space and the 
first derivatives of the configuration parameters. The boundary conditions specify 
the vehicle's initial state, the end-plan conditions, and the edges of the spacet'ime box 
to be explored. The set of baseline maneuvers can be stacked t'o span the maneuver 
space of the syst)em or vehicle and an identifiable set of baseline maneuvers can be 
used to connect the vehicle from any given state to any reachable random event. An 
incremental simulator propagates the vehicle state using the control act,ions selected. 
Finally, the collision detector processes the simulated vehicle state and returns where 
collisions with obstacles occur. 
Algorithm Flow 
Initially, an at,tempt is made to connect the initial st,ate t'o an event included wit,hin 
the end-plan conditions. If the attempt is successful, the algorithm returns the suc- 
cessful trajectory. If the at,t<empt is not successful, then a random event is select,ed. 
The ral1dom event is screened to ensure bot,h t,ha.t it is rea,chable (in the obstlacle 
free sense) by the root of t,he tree (the init,ial sta,t,e), and t,hat, the end-conditions are 
reachable from the random event). If the random event is not reacha,ble by the root), 
or cannot reach the end-plan conditions then it is discarded, and a new random event 
selected. Next a ra'ndom baseline maneuver or set of baseline maneuvers is select,ed to 
use as a metric for det'ermining which node to expand. At each node that can reach 
t,he random event, the comparison is made between the world line resulting from 
application of tlhe random baseline maneuver and the baseline maneuver required to 
connect the node to t,he randonl event. The node where t,he comparison results in tlhe 
smallest difference is chosen. The control a,ctions required t,o implement the baseline 
maneuver that connects the selected node to the random event is sent to the incre- 
ment a1 simulatlor. The increment a1 simulator propagates t,he system st ate while the 
collision detect or verifies that each st ate produced by the simulator is collision free. 
The propagation/collision checking process continues until t,he event is reached or a 
collision occurs. For each successful increment simulated: a new node is placed. A 
safety time can be introduced at this point where a node is not allowed to be placed 
a certain time before a collision occurs. At this point a new random event is chosen 
and the process used to expand the tree starts all over. 
Parallels to RRT and Data Storage 
The same techniques used to improve convergence for the RRT also apply for this 
algorithm, such as biasing the search toward the goal, and growing a bidirectional t,ree. 
The previous paragra,ph describes the algorithm in light of t,he CONNECT approach 
used in the RRT, where a branch of the tree is extended until the random event 
is obtained or a collision occurs. The EXTEND approach is just. as easily applied, 
where bra,nch of the tree is extended one incremental step for each random event 
selected. The notions of edges and vertices introduced for dat'a storage within the 
RRT also a,pply to the RSTP. The state of t,he vehicle, the time, and the address of the 
pa,rent node are stored at each node or vertex, while the node address, contlrol actions 
between nodes, a,nd any other feedforward parameters are stored at each edge. Figure 
4-9 depicts a sample tree generated by the RSTP formed in two spatial dimensions 
and time, while Table 4.1 provides the pseudocode for t,he algorithm. 
Table 4.1: RSTP Pseudocode 
BUILD-RSTP-TREE 
1. T=zinit  
2 .  for n = 1 to N do 
3. Choose random event and baseline maneuver 
4. if raridom event is reachable from xini t  
5. Sort nodes according to maneuver metric 
6. else 
7. Return to select new random event' 
8. Select node where maneuver to event most 
closely resembles random baseline maneuver. 
9. BUILDBRANCH (I, node, event) 
10. Return 7 
BUILDBRANCH(7, node, event) 
1. m = CalculateManeuver (node, event) 
2. repeat 
3. x(t) = NewState(m, node) 
4. [T, F] = ConstraintViolation(x(t)) 
5. until Constraintviolation = T 
6. t = triode 
7. repeat 
8. t = t + tnode-interval 
9. x( t )=newnode  
10- until t = tviolation - t s a  f e ty- factor 
11. Return 7 
Sample Tree - RSTP 
Figure 4-9: Example of a search tree generat'ed by the RSTP 
RSTP Algorithm Application to 3-D Attitude Guidance 
The specific application of the RSTP to tlhe OTE is signifi~ant~ly simplified by t,he 
fact that the dyna,mics of ea,ch dimension of satellite atlt8itlude guidance problem ca,n 
be considered ~eparat~ely since t,lle inner loop ~ont~roller supplies t'he comnlands t'o 
negate t,he gyroscopic forces t'ha,t couple r~t~ational maneuvers. Furthermore, the 
sa,trellitle is fully actuated, so control act'ions can be ampplied to each of the t'hree 
rotational dimensions independently. Therefore, the ap~licat~ion f t,he algorithm ca,n 
be examined for one dimension and then a,pplied to the other dimensions. 
State, Initial, and End-Plan Conditions The configurat'ion space of the OTE 
attitude guidance problem consists of the parameters required t.o define the att,itude 
of t,he sa,tellit'e. Euler angles, defined by X-Y-Z rotations, are used so the problem ca,n 
be approached one dimension at a time. The stmate spa'ce includes bot,h Euler angles 
and the angular velocity of the satlellite wit,h respect to an inert,ial frame, formulat'ed 
in the body frame. The initial conditions consist of the init,ial ~at~ellite r~t~ationa'l 
state and time. The end-plan conditions are chara~t~erized by a time which must fall 
between the robust horizon planning times and t,he time at which the engagement 
termina,tes. Because OTE is a tracking problem, the planner is only required to 
produce a solution that remains feasible as long as the satellite ca,n continue t,racking 
the object), which means there is not a particular event or region of events which 
constitutes t,he end-plan condition. 
Problem Boundaries The boundaries of the ~onfigurat~ion space are for roll, 0 5 
4 5 27r, for pitch, -; 5 0 5 ;, and for yaw, 0 5 i$ 5 27i. The lower boundary 
placed upon time is the time associate with the satellite's initial state. The upper 
bounda,ry placed upon time is selected t,o be a linear funct,ion of the maximum time 
covered by the t8ree. That is t-o say that to 5 t 5 to + t ,  + r(tT(rnaX)) where t ,  is a 
positive constant, r is a receding horizon scaling factor, and t7(rnax) is the maximum 
time of all the nodes in the tree. Note that when t7(,,,) meets or surpasses the end- 
plan condition, the algorithm returns with the trajectory that spans the engagement 
time. The upper boundary on time was chosen this way in order to continue to 
dra'w the search tree up in time. The constant t ,  exists for t,he init'ial growth of the 
search tree when t7(,,) is equal to to. The scaling constant), r ,  effects the balance 
between promoting exploration of the configura'tion space (outward) and promoting 
exploration of the time space (upward). 
Baseline Maneuvers The baseline set of maneuvers and the method of selecting a 
node to expand is first a,pproached in one dimension of the problem, and then applied 
to the other dimensions. A baseline maneuver for one dimension of this problem is 
characterized by a period of acceleration, constrained by t'he capabilit'y of t,he satellite, 
followed by a period of coasting at a constant velocit,~. The set of baseline maneuvers 
is not a countable set, though a single maneuver ca,n move the system from a given 
state to a reachable, random event. Figure 4-10 shows a velocity profile of two baseline 
maneuvers and the corresponding spacetime diagram. 
Figure 4-10: Two baseline maneuvers (one stacked on the other) depicted both i11 a 
velocity profile (left,) and in a spacetime diagra,nl (right). 
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When using maneuvers to move from the vehicle statme t-o a randomly selected 
event within a rot at,ionatl environment, one must be conscience of angular distances 
in regards t,o the limits placed on the values of the Euler angles. For example, qbu = 
is closer to dr = by rotating t,hrough Q = 0 then by rotating through qb = a. 
Therefore, tmo produce consistent results, the following convention is set!: whenever a 
control input is chosen to move from an init,ial sta,te to a random event, the sign of 
the control input is selected based upon the rot,ation resulting in the shortest angular 
distance traveled. 
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Node Selection and Tree Expansion To expand the tree, a random event is 
selected t,hat lies within the obstacle-free reachable set of the root of t,he tree. At a. 
minimum the random event must lie in the obstacle-free reachable set. of the txee root 
because the ob~ta~cle-free r achable set of the root conta.ins the obstacle-free reachable 
set of every other node in the tree. Table 4.2.2 presents the logic t-hat is used to screen 
the randomly selected event to ensure tmha8tm it is reachable by t,he root. The variables 
and $maxZ denote the maximum a,llowable angular velocity and a8cce1eration, while 
the variables qbeXt and JeXt  denote the ext,reme limit of the vehicle's capability in the 
direction the cont,rol action is applied. The difference between and $,Xt is that 
qbmt can take on a negative value. The random event is denoted by (&, t,) and the 
vehicle state at the root of the tree is given by (40, $0, to). Note that Ta,ble 4.2.2 is 
only writt.en for one dimension. To apply the screening test to the entire problem, 
t$hen the random event must be reachable for every dimension. 
When a ra,ndom event is select.ed that is reachable from t,he root,, the same screen- 
ing process is a.pplied to the remamining nodes in the tree, and only the nodes that 
can rea,ch the new random event are considered for expanding the tree. Once the 
subset of nodes that can reach t-he random event is determined, a baseline maneu- 
ver is selected to serve as a metric for selecting the next node to expa,nd the txee. 
Ta,ble 4.2: Screening Logic 
If 14, - 401 > K 
If 40 > 4, 
4, = 4, + 27i 
Else 
4, = 4, - 27r 
End 
If 4, - 40 2 O 
4ezt = -+maz 
dezt = -+mas 
Elld 
4, = reachable 
Else 
4, = unrea,chable 
9 e x t - ( P O  
Else t ,  - to 2 -
+ext 
6,  = rea,chable 
Else 
6,  = unreachable 
End 
The baseline maneuver is specified by choosing a random va.lue of acceleration and a 
random time to implement the acceleration. The acceleration value for t.he random 
maneuver, arm, is chosen amccording a uniform distribution of all possible accelerations. 
The ra'ndom time value: t,,, is chosen according to a uniform distribution from zero 
to twice t,he t,ime required tso atcceleratme from a rest to t,he maximum arceleration. 
In this way, when a median positive (negative) acceleration is paired wit,h a median 
value of time, the resulting change in a,ngular velocity is the median of t.he positive 
(negative) angular velocity range. 
To sort the nodes, the acceleration required to attain t,he random event from each 
node is calculated based upon the randomly selected maneuver time, (t,,). The 
calcula,tion used t,o deter~liine the tl,cceleration values for each node, n, is givexi by 
Equation 4.4. 
For each node, t,he a~celera~tion required to obta,in the random event, an is com- 
pared to t,he randomly selected a~cceleration, arm , using Equat,ion 4.5. The node with 
the sma,llest difference in a,cceleration values, Aa,, is then selected for expanding the 
tree. To adapt the node selection to account for every dimension, Equamt1ion 4.6 is 
employed, where K represent's the t,otal number of dimensions, which in this case is 
three. 
The acce1era)tion values used to generate feedforward commands, aff are init,ia,lly 
set to the selected random accelerat.ions a,,. The magnitude of aff for each dimension 
a.re then screened aga,inst the minimum magnit'ude of acceleration required to reach 
the random event,. The calculat,ion used to determine the minimum ma-gnit'ude of 
acceleration, required is provided in Equa,tion 4.7. The value of aff is adjusted 
to equal the minimum magnitude of a-c.celeration for any case where laff ( is less 
than la lmin. Using the (adjusted) feedforward acceleration values, the corresponding 
anccelerast~ion times that will result in a maneuver which will move tfhe system from 
the node to the ra,ndomly selected event are calculated. The ca~lculation used t,o 
calculated the acceleration time, t,, is given in Equation 4.8. Next, a time history of 
feedforward torques is calculated from the feedforward acceleration values and t,heir 
corresponding acceleration t imes. The torque, Tf ( k ) ,  calculated at each time step is 
formed using Equation 4.9. 
Collision Checking and Data Storage The time history of feedforward torques 
that will bring the satellite through the maneuver is then sent to an incremental 
simulator which constructs a time histlory of t,he satellitme states. The sat ellit ,e st'ate 
values are checked against the const,ra,int.s using a collision checker. The incremental 
simulator and clollisio~~ checker process the maneuver until a collision occurs or the 
maneuver is c~mplet~e. If no collision occurs, then new nodes are created ant incremen- 
tal times between the node and the event. On the other hand, if a collision occurs, 
new nodes are creatt8ed a.t incrementa.1 times from the node to a safe time before the 
collision occurs. For t,his experiment, nodes were generated every 2 seconds of colli- 
sion free ma:neuvering out,side of a safety time of 5 seconds before a collision occurs. 
Feedforward torque, angular velocit'y, and quaternion va,lues are stored along each 
edge, while the rotational stante of the satellite, the time, and the parent node amddress 
are stored at ea.ch node. 
Biasing Toward Goal To improve convergence, the sampling of random events 
was biased towards t8he goa.1. Because the goa,l is a collision free trajectory t,ha,t 
extends t'he lengt'h of the engagement time, biasing t,owa,rd the goal means ext'ending 
the tree t'oward the end of the engagement time. This amounts to creating vertical 
branches on the tree depicted on a spacetime diagram. To aaccomplish t,he generation 
of vertical branches, every node with an angular velocity above a certain threshold 
is flagged as a moving node. When it comes time to expand t,he tree, a randoni 
descision varia'ble is a,dded to choose to either select a new random event, or bias the 
tree expatnsion toward the goal. The decision variable was designed too select random 
events 80% of the time, and bias the growth of the tree 20% of the time. When t.he 
decision is made to bias the growth of the tree, a moving node is selected at random 
from all moving nodes within the tree and t'he cont,rol input required to bring tohe 
vehicle to a rest is ampplied t,o the node. If no moving nodes exist, a random event, 
is selected just as though t.he decision were made to expand the tree with a random 
event. 
4.2.3 Summary 
The preplanner and the planner work together in the outer, planning loop to provide 
timely, robust guidance solut,ions to ma,neuver a vehicle through a dynamic environ- 
ment. The outer, planning loop runs at a much lower rate fhan then inner, execution 
loop by providing trajectory segments that are typically tens to hundreds of seconds in 
duration. The preplanner a,nd the planner have been described both in general terms 
to promote application to a broad range of problems, and in the specific context of 
satellite atfitude guidance to provide a concrete example of the implementtat,ion of 
the RRHC and t,he RSTP. 
Chapter 5 
Results 
This chapter discusses the successful execution and limitat,ions of both of tshe RRHC 
and the RSTP applied to satellite at,titude guidance. Simula,t,ion results for t'he for 
the first engagement scenario are provided wit,h a deta,iled explanation of each figure. 
Engagement scenarios two and three are then present,ed in the same manner as the first 
though with less explanation. A brief comparison is made with Frazzoli's algorit,hm 
that illustrates an advantage of t,he RSTP. Finally, the results of an open-loop solution 
applied to the first engagement scenario are presented t'o compare with the results of 
the RRHC. 
5.1 Engagement Scenario 1 
The engagement scenario ~aramet~ers a,re generated with t,he aid of the Sa,tellite Tool 
Kit (STK) and are provided in 3.4. Figure 5-2 illustrates the two OTE satellites and 
the object tha,t is tracked. Dashed lines extending from each satellite and the object, 
illust,rate the paths which they take for the 360 second engagement. The navigation 
system uses a star camera update rate of 0.2 Hz and the estimated moment of inertia' 
values are perturbed by 1% of their true values (refer to Equation 3.65). The reaction 
wheels are capable of producing a maximum angular acceleration of 0.15deg/s2 and 
a maximum angular velocity of 3degJs. Figure 5-1 depicts the hardware simulated 
within the experiment,. The ot'her syst,em parameters provided in Chapter 3 are used 
to produce the following results. 
Figures 5-3 and 5-4 illustrate the free-spa'ce of the motion planning problem pre- 
sented by this engagement scenario. The X and Y axes of Figure 5-3 denote the Euler 
angles of pit'ch and yaw of the satellite. The Z axis represents time in seconds and 
the tube represents the constraint pla~ed upon the primary camera to point at the 
object. The bore-sight of the primary camera must remain wit.hin the tube through- 
out t,he engagement. Because the t,ube is very narrow compared to the rest of the 
field, the problem is considered a highly constrained problem. Figure 5-4 illust,rates 
the free-space in the roll dimension. To generate the depictions of the free-space in 
the roll dimension, it was assumed that the primary camera always points directlly at 
the object. An arbitrary initial roll position was chosen to generate the graph. The 
Figure 5-1: The sensors and ha,rdware of ea,ch OTE satellite. 
ordinate of the graph shows the roll angle from 0 t,o 360 degrees, and tlhe a'bscissa 
denotes the time of the enga.gement. The shaded regions illustrate the roll a'ngles that 
will result in a ~iolat~ion of t'he constraints; which are essentially the intersection of 
moving exclusion cones with a roll plane tha,t is also moving. This gratph is not a per- 
fect illustration of the free-spa'ce in the roll dimension, beca,use t,he primary camera 
is allowed to drift away from t'he line-of-sight vector to the object by a small amount 
and the free-space boundaries in the roll dimension will change when the primary 
camera driftls from pointing directly a't, the object. However, because the primary 
camera is confined tjo a narrow region around the line-of-sight vector to the object, 
t'he free-space displayed is a rea,sonable approximation for illustrat,ive purposes. 
The search trees used in the generation of the robust trajectory segments are 
saved and combined to produce Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 which illustrate the search 
tree's growth in the roll, pitch and yaw dimensions throughout the enga'gement. Some 
trajectory planning segments proved more challenging than others resulting in some 
portions of the tree which are heavily populated by branches and other portions which 
are relatively sparse. 
Figure 5-2: Engagement Scena,rio 1 illustration of orbits. 
Figure 5-3: Free-space of the pitch and 
yaw dimensions of Scenario 1. 
Figure 5-4: Free-space of the roll di- 
mension of Scenario 1. 
Full Tree 
Figure 5-5: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario 1 viewed in the roll diinen- 
sion. 
Figure 5-6: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario 1 viewed in the pitch 
dimension. 
Full Tree 
Figure 5-7: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario 1 viewed in the yaw di- 
mension. 
Figures 5-8. and 5-9. are used to verify that the constraints of the problem were 
satisfied throughout the engagement. Figure 5-8, illustrates the exclusion cone con- 
straints of the star camera and comn~unications antenna. On the star camera con- 
straint plots, the ordinate provides the angle between the star camera bore-sight and 
the pointing vectors indicating the relative location of the Sun, Earth and Moon. 
Similarly, the ordinatle of the communicatioi~s antenna constraint plot depicts the 
angle between the antenna and the pointing vector indicating the relative position of 
the second satellite. For the primary camera con~t~raint plot (Figure 5-9), the angle 
between the primary camera bore-sight and the line-of-sight vector to the object is 
plotted over time. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the location of the artificial 
constraint boundaries used by the planner. The thin solid line indicates the angle 
expected by the planner while the heavy dotted line is derived from the true motion 
of the satellite. The difference between the thin solid line and the heavy dotted line is 
the result of the errors in the system. If the RRHC is successful then the anticipated 
motion of the satellite will not cross an artificial constraint boundary and although 
the true motion of the satellit,e may violate an artificial constraint boundary it will 
never cross the true constraint boundary. 
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Figure 5-8: Communications and sta,r Figure 5-9: Primary camera constraint 
camera constraint satisfaction for Sce- satisfaction for Scenario 1. 
nario 1. 
To better illust'rate the primary camera constraint, t,he Figure 5-10 i1lustrat.e~ the 
trace of t'he ima,ge of the object within the field of view of the primary camera,. Again, 
the dashed line denot,es the artificial constraint boundary (CB). The + marks the 
beginning of the planned tra'jectory, while the o marks the end of the trace. The trace 
of the image of the object correlates with the angle presented in Figure 5-9. To further 
illustrate how the solution meets the star camera and communications constra,int,s, 
Figure 5-11  present,^ the constraint boundaries in the roll dimension of t.he trajectory 
taken by the ~atellit~e. This plot is generated in the body frame of the satellite so the 
constraints move relative tto the satellite. Notice that no constrain& cross t,hrough 
4 = 0 because this represents the solution that was found to navigate through the 
constraint boundaries. The angle between 4 = 0 to the constraint boundaries should 
correlate with Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-10: Object image trace in the Figure 5-11: Roll solution for Sce- 
payload camera field of view for Sce- nario 1. 
nario 1. 
The true propagation and ~ont~roller rors are measured tahroughout the engage- 
ment and compa,red to t1he expected upper bounds in Figures 5-40 and 5-41. In Figure 
5-40 the growth of the propa,gat,ion error in prediction time is clearly depict'ed. Each 
time a new plan is formed t,he error drops dramatically beca,use ea,ch planning seg- 
ment uses the 1at)est na~iga~tion i formation available. The expect,ed upper limit of 
the propa'gation error was successfully determined by t'he linearized covariance analy- 
sis. The controller error reaches its maximum va,lues when the sa,tellite maneuvering 
with high accelerations. Figure 5- 14 provides the &ngular velocity profile where the 
large velocity changes correlate wit,h the peaks in the controller error. The results 
indicate that the Monte Ca,rlo simulation successfully captured the upper limit of 
the ~ont~roller ror. Finally, for completeness, Figure 5- 15 presents the quaternion 
values throughout the engagement'. The jerkiness of the solution is a limitation of 
the RSTP. The ra'ndom nat'ure of the motion planner can cause unnecessary wander 
through the free-space and will likely result in an inefficient trajectory. A smoothing 
function that works well witlh randomized t,rajectory planning algorithms should be 
developed to improve the performance of the system. 
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Figure 5- 12: The propagation error 
recorded for Scenario 1. 
Figure 5-14: The angular velocity pro- 
file for Scenario 1. 
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Figure 5-13: The controller error 
recorded for Scenario I. 
Figure 5-15: The quat'ernion values for 
Scenario 1. 
5.2 Engagement Scenario 2 
Figures 5- 16 through 5-29 present the sinlula tion results for Engagement Scenario 2. 
The plots follow the same forinat,t iilg presented for Engagement Scenario 1. 
Figure 5-16: Engagement Scenario 2 illust rakion of orbit,~. 
Figure 5-17 Free-space of the pitch Figure 5-18: Free-space of the roll di- 
and yaw dimensions of enga,gement Sce- mension of engagement Scenario 2. 
nario 2. 
Full Tree 
Figure 5-19: Search tree produced in Enga,gement Scenario 2 viewed in the roll di- 
mension. 
Figure 5-20: Search t,ree produced in Enga,gement Scenario 2 viewed in the pitch 
dimension. 
Full Tree 
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Figure 5-21: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario 2 viewed in the yaw 
dimension. 
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Figure 5-22: Coininui~icat,ioiis and star 
camera const'raint sat1isfa.ction for Sce- 
nario 2. 
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Figure 5-24: Object image trace in the 
payload camera field of view for Sce- 
nario 2. 
Figure 5-23: Primary camera con- 
straint satisfact,ion for Scenario 2. 
Figure 5-25: Roll solution for Sce- 
nario 2. 
In Engagement Scenario 2: the upper bound on the expected effect of t,he propa- 
gation error was not chosen conservatively enough. The true effect of the propa'gation 
error supercedes the expected value by a few tenths of a degree. The fact tha't the 
propagation error exceeded the expected bounds did not result in a constraint vio- 
lat'ion in this case because the cummulative effect of the propagation and controller 
errors is less than t,he expected cummulative effect'. 
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Figure 5-26: The propagation error 
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Figure 5-28: The angular velocity pro- 
file for Scenario 2. 
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Figure 5-27: The controller error 
recorded for Scenario 2. 
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Figure 5-29: The quaternion values for 
Scenario 2. 
5.3 Engagement Scenario 3 
Figures 5-30 through 5-43 present the ~imulat~ion resu1t)s for Engagement Scenario 3. 
The plots follow tlhe same forma,tltbing presented for Enga'gement Scenario 1. 
Figure 5-30: Ei~ga~gement Scenario 3 illustration of orbits. 
Figure 5-31: Free-space of the pit,ch Figure 5-32: Free-spa,ce of the roll di- 
and yaw dimensions of engagement Sce- mension of engagement Scenasio 3. 
nario 3. 
Full Tree 
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Figure 5-33: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario 3 viewed in the roll di- 
mension. 
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Figure 5-34: Search tree produced in Engagement Scenario3 viewed in t,he pitch 
dimension. 
Full Tree 
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Figure 5-35: Search t'ree produced in Engagement Scenario 3 viewed in the yaw 
dimension. 
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Figure 5-36: Communications and star 
ca.mera, constraint ~at~isfaction for Sce- 
nario 3. 
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Figure 5-38: Object image trace in the 
payload camera field of view for Sce- 
Figure 5-37: Primary camera con- 
stmint? satisfaction for Scenario 3. 
Figure 5-39: Roll sol~t~ion for Sce- 
nario 3. 
nario 3. 
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Figure 5-40: The propasgation error 
recorded for Scenario 3. 
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Figure 5-41: The controller error 
recorded for Scenario 3. 
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Figure 5-42: The angular velocity pro- 
file for Scenario 3. 
Figure 5-43: The quaternion va'lues for 
Scenario 3. 
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5.4 Performance Comparisons 
A reproduction of Frazzoli's algorithm is used in an attempt to produce an open- 
loop solution to Engagement Scenario 1. The configuration space was defined to 
be the attitude of the satellite and no lleuristics were used to alter the algoritlhnl 
for an improvement in performance. The attempt to produce an open-loop solution 
with Frazzoli's algorithm was t,erininated early because the convergence proved to be 
extremely slow for this problem. After cycling though over 200,000 randomly selected 
c~oiifiguratioils t,he tree contained a tota,l of 25 nodes and spanned a total of 20.4 
seconds. The tightly constrained nature of t'he problem muses F'razzoli's algorit,hm to 
converge ext'remely slowly. Wit,liout alt'ering t,he algorit hi11 ~ignificant~ly, it cannot be 
relied upon to produce timely results for sucll a tightly const,rained problem. Table 
5.1 compares the number of nodes, unsuccessful att,empt,s to expand the tree, and 
t.he average trajectory-segment time span for each of the three Enga,gement Scenarios 
using the RSTP and t,he a'ttempt at solving Engagement Scenario 1 open-loop with 
Frazzoli's algorit,hm. 
Table 5.1 : Planner St at ist,ics 
Scenario Number Number of Average Planning 
of Nodes Dropped Events Horizon Span (s) 
3 12858 1 1769 105 
Frazzoli's Alg~rit~hm : Open-loop Total Plan Time (s) 
Finally, to illustrat,e that the RRHC is necessary for providing results that will not 
violate constraint boundaries, a motion plan is genera,ted for Engagement Scenario 1 
and implemented open-loop. The constraint boundaries were artificially enlarged by 
1 degree to int,roduce a level of conservatism into the open-loop solution. Even with 
the added c~nservat~ism, tlhe open-loop solution violates a true constraint boundary. 
Figure 5-44 illustrates t,he primary camera constraint. The violation occurs at ap- 
proxin~ately 82 seconds into the enga,gement. Figure 5-45 shon~s how tlhe image of the 
object strays from the field of view of tlhe primary camera. Figure 5-46 ill~strat~es the 
unchecked growth of the propagat ion error, which ~ltimat~ely causes the constraint 
violat.ion. 
True Boundary 
Figure 5-44: Primary camera constraint for open-loop solution of Scena,rio 1. 
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Figure 5-45: Object image trace for open-loop solution to Scenario 1. 
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Figure 5-46: Propagation Error for open-loop solution to Scenario 1. 

Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
By closing t,he guidance, navigation, and control loop around a randomized traaject~ory 
planning algorithm, a robotic vehicle can autonomously maneuver through a field of 
moving obstacles. The guidance strategy provides executable plans tha-t. are robust 
to known error sources when supplied witah an estimate of its init,ial state: a goal, 
the predicted locations of obstacles, and bounds on error sources affecting the execu- 
t,ion of a planned traject,ory. The preplanning function described within tshe RRHC, 
allows the motion planning solutions to be robust to errors and uncertainties. The 
preplanning function must be carefully constructed as it determines the amount to 
a,rtificially enlarge obstacle bo~nda~ries wit,hin t,he planning function. If t,he bound- 
aries be enlarged too much, the free-space is greatly diminished and the randomized 
t$rajectory planner suffers in performance; however, if the boundaries are enlarged too 
little, the plan may not extend far enough int,o the future to allow for the necessary 
computation time . 
The stability of the RRHC is heavily influenced by three main fa-ct80rs. One, the 
motion planning segment must extend further into the future than the computation 
time required to generate the next plan. Two, t,he initial state of each planning seg- 
ment must be feasible according to t,he artificially enlarged constraints, a,nd must 
have a rea,chable space that permits sea,rch t'ree expansion. This condit.ion is espe- 
ciarlly important when revising planned trajectory segments in order t,o improve the 
performance of the system (i.e. using a smoothing funct.ion), or when updat,ing the 
constraint boundary definitions. Three, accurate e~timat~es of the maximal effect of 
system errors on the for~nula~tion and execution of a plan are required to establish 
a balanced tradeoff between constraint boundary expansion and the available free- 
space. If the effect of errors is undere~timat~ed, a const,raint violation could result; 
on the other ha,nd, if the effect of t,he errors is overe~t~irnat~ed, valuable free-space is 
surrendered to the artificial expansion of constraint boundary definit'ions. 
The RSTP uniformly explores the configuration-x-time space while promoting 
search tree expansion through the uniformly random selection of baseline maneuvers. 
Choosing random events (points in configura~tion- x-time) instead of choosing random 
pointss ill the configuratiorls space, allows the logic behirid t,he R,RT algorit'hm t,o be 
extended to dynamic envir~nmenit~s. Using r andornly selected baseline ma,neuvers as 
a node-select'ion metric for search tree expa,nsion promot,es t,he uniform explora,tion 
of t,he configurat,ion-x-time-x-maneuver spa,ce, which is a st,rong argument for the 
probabili~t~ic conlplet.eness of the RSTP algorit,hm. 
The conceptlual aspect,s of t,he RSTP may be rela,tively simple, while the specific 
applicat-ion may prove sonlewhat challenging. Decomposing the baseline maneuvers 
used in search-tree expansion into ea,ch dimension separaftsely ca,n grea,tly simplify the 
a,pplicat,ion of the RSTP algorithm whenever such a dimensional dec~mposit~ion is 
possible. 
6.2 Future Work 
Scalability of algorithm: The RRHC and the RSTP algorithm were both de- 
signed to be able to solve large scale problems. However, the application of either 
the RRHC or tohe RSTP to a high dimensiona,l problem rema.ins tto be t,ested. A pos- 
sible follow on experinlent tto test the scalability of both the RRHC a,nd t,he RSTP 
would be too a-pply both tlo the coordination of multiple sa,t$ellites tasked with t,ra,cking 
multiple  object,^. 
Application of RSTP to broader spectrum of problems: The RSTP works 
well and is st,raight forward t.o implement for the experiment presented in t,his thesis. 
The two main reasons for t.he ease of implementation for tthis experiment include the 
fa,ct that tfhe inner-loop controller provided tlhe coilt.rol necessary t-o negat,e gyroscopic 
forces and the fact that the satellite was fully actuated, allowing each dimension of 
the problem to e~sentia~lly become uncoupled from the others. This certainly will 
not, be t,he case in general. The development of baseline rnaneuver sets which fit the 
requirements of the RSTP rnay prove more challenging for cases where the problem 
cannot be decomposed as easily. The development of baseline maneuvers for under- 
actua,ted or coupled systems is another area that could use more investigation. 
Smoother: For many complex, high dimensional pat,h planning problems, it is 
enough to find a timely, feasible traje~t~ory t)o follow. However it is always desirable, 
and sometmimes necessary to have a motion plan that not only avoids obstacles a)nd re- 
mains wit'liin the dynamic constra.ints of the vehicle, but also minimizes a performance 
cost function. The improvement of the trajectory produced by a. randomized motion 
planner lies in the implementsation of a ~moot~hing algorithm. Linear or quadrat-ic 
programming techniques are handy for generating timely results; however, they often 
require a simplificat,ion of the problem formulation (i.e. linearization of dynamics) 
which results in errors that niay destabilize the system. It would be desira-ble to for- 
mulate a smoothing algorithm that works wit'hin t he mechanisms of t he randomized 
trajectory planner, so timely results can be generated wit,hout tshe need to simplify 
the problem formula~t~ion. 
One very rough idea involves iteratively improving upon the ttra.jerteory once a,n 
initlial feasible soluttion is found. Suppose a perforniailce cost value could be asso- 
ciated witlh each node. A simple linear search could identify local niinirlia in the 
cost across a,n inittially feasible t,raject.ory. C~nnect~ions bet,ween nodes representing 
local ~ninima might be attempted t,o produce new segmentls with lower cost t ha11 t,he 
original  segment,^. If successful, an iterative process may draw the initial traject'ory 
closer t,o a loca,lly optimal trajectory. Furt'hermore, because the connecttions would 
be produced by the machinery of the planning algorithm, no ~iinplifica~t~ions t,o the 
problem forxnulation would be necessary. 

Appendix A 
Not at ion and Convent ion 
Description 
Bold, lon~ercase or lowercase greek let- 
t,er. Reserved for error-free value when 
estimates are involved. In eq~at~ions in-
volving more t,han one reference frame, 
the frame the vector is const,ructed in 
is denoted in the superscript-, while any 
reference to specific  component,^ will be 
in t,he subscript,. 
In equations involving values at discrete 
times tk ,  the time idnex, k, will be de- 
not,ed in teh subscript. 
Bold, uppercase 
Error prone values denoted with a carat 
Denoted with a solid bar 
Bold! uppercase. The orthonormal Di- - 
rection Cosine Ma-trix (DCM) rota,tes 
from the frame in the subscript to the 
fra,me in t,he superscript. 
Bold, lowecase q. Rotates from the 
frame in the subscript to the frame in 
t,he superscript. Represented as colunln 
vector where lSt component is scalar. 
Prime 
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